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Abstract—In recent years multi-core processors have seen
broad adoption in application domains ranging from embedded
systems through general-purpose computing to large-scale data
centres. Simulation technology for multi-core systems, however,
lags behind and does not provide the simulation speed required to
effectively support design space exploration and parallel software
development. While state-of-the-art instruction set simulators
(ISS) for single-core machines reach or exceed the performance
levels of speed-optimised silicon implementations of embedded
processors, the same does not hold for multi-core simulators
where large performance penalties are to be paid. In this paper
we develop a fast and scalable simulation methodology for
multi-core platforms based on parallel and just-in-time (JIT)
dynamic binary translation (DBT). Our approach can model
large-scale multi-core configurations, does not rely on prior
profiling, instrumentation, or compilation, and works for all bi-
naries targeting a state-of-the-art embedded multi-core platform
implementing the ARCompact instruction set architecture (ISA).
We have evaluated our parallel simulation methodology against
the industry standard SPLASH-2 and EEMBC MULTIBENCH
benchmarks and demonstrate simulation speeds up to 25,307
MIPS on a 32-core x86 host machine for as many as 2048 target
processors whilst exhibiting minimal and near constant overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of multi-core processor implemen-
tations in virtually all computing domains ranging from em-
bedded systems through general-purpose desktop machines to
large-scale data centres, the need is growing for scalable and
multi-core enabled instruction set simulators (ISS). Software
and hardware developers alike rely on efficient ISS technology
for design space exploration, convenient software development
in the early design stages of a new system, hardware and soft-
ware performance optimisation, and debugging. Unfortunately,
development of scalable multi-core ISS technology has not
kept pace with the rapid advances in multi-core architecture
design. Ever-increasing numbers of cores contained in future
computing systems challenge today’s simulation technology
and pose serious performance and scalability bottlenecks.
Unlike multi-core simulators, simulation technology for
single-processor systems is mature and provides high sim-
ulation rates for complex, superscalar, out-of-order architec-
tures [1]. For some embedded processors, simulators even
exceed the native execution performance of speed-optimised
silicon implementations of the target processor [2] whilst, at
the same time, providing architectural observability. These
remarkable performance levels for single-core instruction set
simulation have been enabled by Just-in-Time (JIT) Dynamic
Binary Translators (DBT), which rely on advanced compiling
techniques for efficient on-the-fly translation of binary code,
and powerful simulation hosts providing the necessary CPU
performance for efficient native code execution. However, due
to its inherent complexity, up until now JIT DBT technology
has not been available for multi-core simulation.
In this paper we develop novel technology for execution-
driven, JIT DBT based multi-core simulation enabling faster-
than-FPGA simulation speeds [3]. Our approach scales up to
2048 target processors whilst exhibiting minimal and near
constant overhead. We extend single-core JIT DBT to enable
multi-core simulation and effectively exploit the parallelism
offered by the simulation host for both parallel JIT compilation
and native execution. In fact, multi-core JIT DBT is not just
a single method, but a combination of several techniques. It
is a widely held view that “we need a 1,000 to 10,000 MIPS
simulator to support effective hardware and software research
of a 1,000-way multiprocessor system” [4]. In this paper,
we present the first-ever simulator – implemented entirely in
software – to reach and exceed this performance level.
Our main contribution is to demonstrate how to effectively
apply JIT DBT in the context of multi-core target platforms.
The key idea is to model each simulated processor core
in a separate thread, each of which feeds work items for
native code translation to a parallel JIT compilation task farm
shared among all CPU threads. Combined with private first-
level caches and a shared second-level cache for recently
translated and executed native code, detection and elimination
of duplicate work items in the translation work queue, and
an efficient low-level implementation for atomic exchange
operations we construct a highly scalable multi-core simulator
that provides faster-than-FPGA simulation speeds and scales
favourably up to 2048 simulated cores.
We have evaluated our simulation methodology against
the MULTIBENCH and SPLASH-2 benchmark suites. Our
functional ISS models homogeneous multi-core configura-
tions composed of ENCORE [5] cores, which implement
the ARCOMPACT ISA [6]. On a 32-core x86 host machine
we demonstrate simulation rates up to 25,307 MIPS for as
many as 2048 target processors. Across all benchmarks our
JIT DBT simulation approach achieves an average simulation
performance of 11,797 MIPS (for 64 simulated cores) and
outperforms an equivalent system implemented in FPGA.
BENCHMARK  CORE COUNT  R1-INTERP-INSTR  R1-NATIVE-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-TIME  R1-OVERALL-MIPS  R2-INTERP-INSTR  R2-NATIVE-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-TIME  R2-OVERALL-MIPS   R3-INTERP-INSTR  R3-NATIVE-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-TIME R3-OVERALL-MIPS R4-INTERP-INSTR  R4-NATIVE-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-TIME  R4-OVERALL-MIPS  R5-INTERP-INSTR 5-NATIVE-INSTR R5-TOTAL-INSTR R5-TOTAL-TIME  R5-OVERALL-MIPS TOTAL TIME AVERAGE MIPS AVERAGE Speedup Over Single 
Core Simulation
Avg. Native Avg. Interpreted % Native % Interpreted % Total Check
cholesky 1 35982555 543255484 579238039 5.79 100.09 32335794 546902245 579238039 5.53 104.83 32412808 546825231 579238039 5.05 114.62 35152183 544085856 579238039 5.54 104.65 28794952 550443087 579238039 5.03 115.16 5.39 107.87 1 546,302,380.60 32,935,658.40 94.31% 5.69% 100%
cholesky 2 80584201 2659769011 2740353212 5.28 519.26 67870245 2127939932 2195810177 4.37 502.85 69356312 2589188274 2658544586 4.61 576.23 65840104 2858503246 2924343350 4.84 604.17 66695360 2317844231 2384539591 4.86 490.42 4.79 538.59 1.12437395659432 2,510,648,938.80 70,069,244.40 97.28% 2.72% 100%
cholesky 4 136632146 6480795168 6617427314 4.32 1532.15 138565306 7012317998 7150883304 4.81 1486.07 137008851 6802825751 6939834602 4.56 1521.49 142622406 6326210612 6468833018 4.58 1413.09 127864850 8401865810 8529730660 5.05 1688.51 4.66 1,528.26 1.15523156089194 7,004,803,067.80 136,538,711.80 98.09% 1.91% 100%
cholesky 8 358539227 19028703953 19387243180 6.46 3000.92 424595504 14155358529 14579954033 6.15 2369.85 344438870 19278656023 19623094893 6.44 3048.15 374913197 15827632570 16202545767 6.11 2654.12 6.29 2,768.26 0.856597774244833 17,072,587,768.75 375,621,699.50 97.85% 2.15% 100%
cholesky 16 584117666 40581947316 41166064982 6.64 6202.16 596337528 37720912044 38317249572 6.47 5925.5 622734555 38393020155 39015754710 6.95 5618.8 592047426 40943660025 41535707451 6.63 6265.58 607520863 37497757177 38105278040 6.68 5705.6 6.67 5,943.53 0.807311956847468 39,027,459,343.40 600,551,607.60 98.48% 1.52% 100%
cholesky 32 1393001534 93072296539 94465298073 9.78 9661.02 1381696283 96736054803 98117751086 10.02 9808.28 1155779669 1.02044E+11 1.032E+11 9.62 10734.92 1419409703 86155172686 87574582389 9.31 9412.11 1425826044 84949017187 86374843231 9.37 9219.97 9.62 9,767.26 0.56008316008316 92,591,390,684.20 1,355,142,646.60 98.56% 1.44% 100%
cholesky 64 2687625762 1.48952E+11 1.5164E+11 15.77 9622.81 2478252707 1.45914E+11 1.48392E+11 14.85 9997.63 2648616599 1.50862E+11 1.5351E+11 15.72 9772.60 2595059200 1.42939E+11 1.45534E+11 14.97 9726.50 15.33 9,779.89 0.351525036698744 147,166,755,362.00 2,602,388,567.00 98.26% 1.74% 100%
cholesky 128 5668831652 3.03536E+11 3.09205E+11 30.64 10097.10 4910211720 3.19848E+11 3.24758E+11 29.40 11049.69 5498600437 3.4569E+11 3.51188E+11 31.74 11068.90 5245331327 3.13165E+11 3.1841E+11 29.83 10680.73 4768845524 3.81098E+11 3.85867E+11 32.19 11991.42 30.76 10,977.57 0.175162548764629 332,667,330,293.40 5,218,364,132.00 98.46% 1.54% 100%
cholesky 256 10884278758 8.75195E+11 8.86079E+11 73.54 12053.36 5757198079 1.22876E+12 1.23451E+12 78.25 15782.14 4971482181 1.26157E+12 1.26654E+12 78.74 16090.93 6730844402 1.14374E+12 1.15047E+12 77.31 14887.83 6961373497 1.14103E+12 1.14799E+12 76.97 14919.78 76.96 14,746.81 0.0700085756607157 1,130,058,997,447.80 7,061,035,383.40 99.38% 0.62% 100%
cholesky 512 7370839945 3.4897E+12 3.49708E+12 200.85 17414.89 15216199607 2.97745E+12 2.99267E+12 194.13 15419.52 6829106729 3.41037E+12 3.4172E+12 194.37 17585.01 12344008337 3.23255E+12 3.2449E+12 197.28 16453.64 196.66 16,718.27 0.0273978871896571 3,277,520,861,336.25 10,440,038,654.50 99.68% 0.32% 100%
cholesky 1024 16607822633 1.08461E+13 1.08627E+13 595.60 18241.70 37479541029 9.91239E+12 9.94987E+12 594.22 16747.64 37479814636 9.52712E+12 9.5646E+12 596.33 16042.45 24658149561 1.0685E+13 1.07096E+13 610.92 17533.69 599.27 17,141.37 0.00899097648379063 10,242,654,023,097.20 29,056,331,964.75 99.72% 0.28% 100%
cholesky 2048 35412817558 3.54655E+13 3.55009E+13 1938.08 18320.77 82561224439 3.30618E+13 3.31444E+13 1975.95 16777.34 1,957.02 17,549.06 0.00275317256127316 34,263,645,272,742.50 58,987,020,998.50 99.83% 0.17% 100%
lu 1 21049766 6076313818 6097363584 26.54 229.74 20504172 6076859412 6097363584 26.85 227.07 21762153 6075601431 6097363584 27.69 220.24 22031759 6075331825 6097363584 26.67 228.6 22093065 6075270519 6097363584 27.18 224.34 26.99 226.00 1 6,075,875,401.00 21,488,183.00 99.65% 0.35% 100%
lu 2 38060888 9122346057 9160406945 16.01 572.24 38333060 8567886047 8606219107 15.48 556.08 31123917 9095674244 9126798161 15.95 572.07 37794245 8615792990 8653587235 15.67 552.42 40615332 9148500918 9189116250 16.27 564.94 15.88 563.55 1.69979843789368 8,910,040,051.20 37,185,488.40 99.58% 0.42% 100%
lu 4 71264495 13463449197 13534713692 10.31 1312.58 81533591 14025001710 14106535301 10.73 1315.37 70587322 13764975277 13835562599 9.8 1411.66 64604718 14544590528 14609195246 10.41 1403.65 57324388 12866064104 12923388492 9.51 1358.39 10.15 1,360.33 2.65819542947203 13,732,816,163.20 69,062,902.80 99.50% 0.50% 100%
lu 8 139420806 21980895422 22120316228 7.07 3130.34 139674427 21174375307 21314049734 7.06 3020.69 153041308 20661921417 20814962725 7 2975.08 144052893 21139728264 21283781157 7.09 3003.95 121025783 22143128364 22264154147 7.12 3127.89 7.07 3,051.59 3.8180531975099 21,420,009,754.80 139,443,043.40 99.35% 0.65% 100%
lu 16 346015831 36434942233 36780958064 6.34 5802.77 287489992 35866573508 36154063500 6 6026.17 286597009 35388915938 35675512947 6.08 5873.26 301878405 36203925618 36505804023 6.15 5936.12 300801687 35641878531 35942680218 6.11 5884.73 6.14 5,904.61 4.39797913950456 35,907,247,165.60 304,556,584.80 99.16% 0.84% 100%
lu 32 822115955 85395685784 86217801739 8.48 10168.11 766991642 85011776817 85778768459 8.17 10508.86 753938558 86375542050 87129480608 8.41 10380.9 871489330 85656743123 86528232453 8.62 10043.48 730156943 81825731231 82555888174 8.15 10137.39 8.37 10,247.75 3.22567535261774 84,853,095,801.00 788,938,485.60 99.08% 0.92% 100%
lu 64 1720603341 1.63996E+11 1.65716E+11 15.77 10512.08 1673232955 1.73845E+11 1.75518E+11 16.18 10853.46 1618026227 1.7502E+11 1.76638E+11 16.16 10945.39 1785561580 1.6532E+11 1.67106E+11 15.78 10592.93 1549473945 1.7404E+11 1.75589E+11 15.90 11049.15 15.96 10,790.60 1.69106404311317 170,444,262,999.00 1,669,379,609.60 99.03% 0.97% 100%
lu 128 3465489144 3.44116E+11 3.47581E+11 32.12 10825.30 3602907382 3.57306E+11 3.60909E+11 32.90 10975.02 3302589166 3.83416E+11 3.86719E+11 33.60 11513.63 3374404586 3.50892E+11 3.54266E+11 31.93 11097.65 3608152117 3.52342E+11 3.5595E+11 32.44 10977.89 32.60 11,077.90 0.827842198907909 357,614,455,128.20 3,470,708,479.00 99.04% 0.96% 100%
lu 256 6365548309 7.02392E+11 7.08757E+11 63.28 11205.22 6885223936 7.06717E+11 7.13602E+11 65.33 10926.46 5942400666 7.01798E+11 7.07741E+11 62.01 11418.40 7112927429 6.90699E+11 6.97811E+11 64.27 10861.39 6540981944 7.53327E+11 7.59868E+11 64.81 11729.25 63.94 11,228.14 0.422051923678449 710,986,586,365.20 6,569,416,456.80 99.08% 0.92% 100%
lu 512 7542930472 1.56696E+12 1.57451E+12 124.72 12630.33 6969283493 1.73932E+12 1.74629E+12 131.67 13267.03 6917333547 1.65374E+12 1.66065E+12 127.36 13043.25 6878889081 1.62321E+12 1.63009E+12 124.83 13062.85 127.15 13,000.87 0.212245861024814 1,645,807,113,193.25 7,077,109,148.25 99.57% 0.43% 100%
lu 1024 6323994850 3.45323E+12 3.45955E+12 271.87 12730.20 6554401217 3.54673E+12 3.55329E+12 277.39 12815.10 6634828755 3.81988E+12 3.82651E+12 288.56 13266.99 6629155346 3.7663E+12 3.77293E+12 281.88 13390.24 6661025806 3.78021E+12 3.78687E+12 298.72 12681.88 283.68 12,976.88 0.0951269722649145 3,673,270,529,818.00 6,560,681,194.80 99.82% 0.18% 100%
lu 2048 7116159146 1.08574E+13 1.08645E+13 909.95 11945.31 7371624591 1.15212E+13 1.15286E+13 945.55 12195.67 7479997742 1.2783E+13 1.27904E+13 1068.10 11978.15 7590357303 1.16847E+13 1.16923E+13 990.17 11812.31 978.44 11,982.86 0.0275805680967456 11,711,588,816,868.20 7,389,534,695.50 99.94% 0.06% 100%
raytrace 1 30356716 2108256500 2138613216 16.70 128.02 29346039 2109267177 2138613216 16.80 127.28 33944190 2104669026 2138613216 16.74 127.73 30132638 2108480578 2138613216 16.90 126.56 25425760 2113187456 2138613216 16.96 126.12 16.82 127.14 1 2,108,772,147.40 29,841,068.60 98.60% 1.40% 100%
raytrace 2 64472627 3371502032 3435974659 10.86 316.27 53411928 4269432244 4322844172 10.82 399.60 52989214 3800017737 3853006951 10.57 364.70 69249104 3375817868 3445066972 10.51 327.79 48203676 4457748680 4505952356 10.81 416.80 10.71 365.03 1.56990853089416 3,854,903,712.20 57,665,309.80 98.53% 1.47% 100%
raytrace 4 118087389 8121196061 8239283450 8.07 1020.51 114517840 8017872091 8132389931 8.01 1015.90 123488162 8593004206 8716492368 8.57 1017.06 113215039 9036392001 9149607040 8.65 1060.49 121187601 8464157915 8585345516 8.68 989.48 8.40 1,020.69 2.00333492139114 8,446,524,454.80 118,099,206.20 98.62% 1.38% 100%
raytrace 8 419482251 14338144985 14757627236 9.08 1634.33 401496207 15988401926 16389898133 9.00 1823.78 398102639 15660934966 16059037605 9.03 1779.81 393822109 15122332874 15516154983 8.65 1797.09 8.94 1,758.75 1.88143176733781 15,277,453,687.75 403,225,801.50 97.43% 2.57% 100%
raytrace 16 1143170236 20704176950 21847347186 10.05 2238.23 999682359 30384866038 31384548397 10.41 3105.08 1032422217 30437745437 31470167654 10.58 3066.49 969210410 29298618825 30267829235 10.62 2913.38 913865951 30464556016 31378421967 9.66 3302.59 10.26 2,925.15 1.63873733437256 28,257,992,653.20 1,011,670,234.60 96.54% 3.46% 100%
raytrace 32 1676195954 68690723869 70366919823 11.90 6283.93 1757381070 73195438881 74952819951 12.55 6329.82 1803431576 70079568797 71883000373 12.82 5904.79 1755289873 73602878369 75358168242 12.62 6391.67 1703824283 71941183038 73645007321 11.99 6442.40 12.38 6,270.52 1.35908209437621 71,501,958,590.80 1,739,224,551.20 97.63% 2.37% 100%
raytrace 64 2035543551 1.2413E+11 1.26165E+11 15.25 8611.82 2127987512 1.2548E+11 1.27608E+11 15.44 8566.96 2544051197 87611382025 90155433222 15.44 6046.99 1979647074 1.31242E+11 1.33222E+11 15.73 8797.32 2029254335 1.36653E+11 1.38683E+11 15.94 8990.55 15.56 8,202.73 1.08097686375321 121,023,357,855.40 2,143,296,733.80 98.26% 1.74% 100%
raytrace 128 2607152082 2.51157E+11 2.53764E+11 22.68 11466.26 2690999579 2.34721E+11 2.37412E+11 22.75 10793.63 2694868801 2.45837E+11 2.48532E+11 22.40 11429.13 2682147609 2.45088E+11 2.4777E+11 21.40 11957.34 2860169945 2.27681E+11 2.30541E+11 21.36 11161.36 22.12 11,361.54 0.760466588299123 240,896,739,091.60 2,707,067,603.20 98.89% 1.11% 100%
raytrace 256 4194962392 4.9672E+11 5.00915E+11 49.61 10284.69 4185595827 5.34128E+11 5.38313E+11 54.00 10167.20 4049449788 5.02803E+11 5.06853E+11 49.75 10373.97 4183674770 4.92061E+11 4.96245E+11 57.25 8905.85 4183128288 4.79848E+11 4.84032E+11 52.66 9355.13 52.65 9,817.37 0.319443916891404 501,112,173,312.80 4,159,362,213.00 99.18% 0.82% 100%
raytrace 512 3219844401 1.18888E+12 1.1921E+12 163.97 7677.04 3252306059 1.27927E+12 1.28253E+12 166.63 8043.86 3262506786 1.23309E+12 1.23635E+12 170.36 7653.06 3447081431 1.16079E+12 1.16424E+12 167.20 7360.12 3416746345 1.26215E+12 1.26557E+12 166.35 8011.77 166.90 7,749.17 0.100777701884938 1,224,836,713,805.20 3,319,697,004.40 99.73% 0.27% 100%
raytrace 1024 2729582374 2.4437E+12 2.44643E+12 408.67 7241.41 2536968723 2.51966E+12 2.5222E+12 393.46 7690.02 2414031371 2.4272E+12 2.42961E+12 393.03 7544.50 2708942805 2.63876E+12 2.64147E+12 401.53 7815.07 2393417513 2.47366E+12 2.47605E+12 391.01 7560.12 397.54 7,570.22 0.0423102077778337 2,500,594,969,260.40 2,556,588,557.20 99.90% 0.10% 100%
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Fig. 1. Full-system simulation of SPLASH-2 LU benchmark - comparison of 1￿ simulation rate in MIPS, 2￿ speedup over single core simulation, and 3￿
interpreted vs. natively executed instructions in %, for the simulation of 1 to 2048 ENCORE cores on a 32-core x86 simulation host.
A. Motivating Example
Consider the full-system simulation of the SPLASH-2 LU
program built for the ENCORE processor. On a 32-core Intel
Xeon machine we simulate the application with varying num-
bers of simulated cores, where each simulated core is modelled
as a thread. The LU program is a parallel benchmark that
factors a dense matrix into the product of a lower triangular
and an upper triangular matrix. The dense n× n matrix A is
divided into an N×N array of B×B blocks (n=NB) to exploit
temporal locality on submatrix elements [7].
Our trace based dynamic binary translator speeds up the
simulation by identifying and translating hot traces to native
x86 code during simulation using the sequence of steps
illustrated in Box 1￿, Figure 3. Simulated target cores perform
simulation as well as hot trace discovery and dispatch in
parallel to each other. A light-weight decoupled JIT DBT task
farm runs in parallel to this simulation (see Box 6￿, Figure 3)
compiling dispatched hot traces to speed up simulation. To
ensure that the most profitable traces are compiled first, we
use a work scheduling strategy that dynamically prioritises
compilation tasks according to their heat and recency [8].
For the purpose of this motivating example we look at the
scalability of our ISS with increasing numbers of simulated
target cores. In Chart 1￿ of Figure 1 we compare the overall
simulation rate in MIPS starting with a single-core simulation
and scaling up to a multi-core configuration comprising a total
of 2048 target cores. Our simulator scales almost perfectly –
doubling the simulation rate each time the number of simulated
processors is doubled – until the number of simulated target
cores equals simulation host cores. Simulating 32 ENCORE
cores on a 32-core x8 machine results in an overall simula-
tion rate of 10,500 MIPS for the LU benchmark. Scaling the
number of simulated target cores beyond 32 results in a more
modest improvement between 10,800 MIPS for 64 simulated
cores and the maximum simulation rate of 13,000 MIPS for
1024 cores. For a total of 2048 simulated cores we still achieve
a simulation rate of 11,982 MIPS.
Application speedup over single-core simulation is shown
in Chart 2￿ of Figure 1. The maximum speedup of 4.4× is
reached when simulating 16 target cores and even with 64
simulated cores the application shows a speedup of 1.7×.
Chart 3￿ of Figure 1 illustrates the ratio of interpreted to
natively executed instructions, demonstrating the performance
of our parallel JIT DBT. For all configurations up to 2048
simulated target cores the JIT DBT achieves >99.1% natively
executed instructions.
B. Contributions
Among the contributions of this paper are:
1) The development of a scalable multi-core instruction set
simulation methodology extending established single-
core JIT DBT approaches to effectively exploit the
available hardware parallelism of the simulation host,
2) the use of an innovative parallel task farm strategy to
achieve truly concurrent JIT compilation of hot traces,
3) the combination of a multi-level cache hierarchy for
JIT-compiled code, detection and elimination of dupli-
cate work items in the translation work queue, and an
efficient low-level implementation for atomic exchange
operations, and
4) an extensive evaluation of our LLVM-based DBT target-
ing a multi-core platform implementing the ARCOM-
PACT ISA and using two benchmark suites: EEMBC
MULTIBENCH and SPLASH-2.
Currently, ARCSIM supports cycle-accurate simulation of
each processor core [2]. However, faithful performance mod-
elling of the overall multi-core system including its memory
hierarchy and interconnect is beyond the scope of this paper
and subject of our future work.
C. Overview
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
section II we present details of the ENCORE processor and
provide an overview of the target system architecture. This is
followed by an extensive coverage of our proposed parallel
simulation methodology in section III. In section IV we
present the results of our empirical evaluation before we
discuss related work in section V. Finally, we summarise our
findings and give an outlook to our future work in section VI.
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Fig. 2. Multi-core hardware architecture of target system.
II. BACKGROUND
A. EnCore Processor
Our simulator models a state-of-the-art embedded proces-
sor implementing the ARCOMPACT ISA, namely the EN-
CORE [5]. Its micro-architecture is based on a 5-stage in-
terlocked pipeline with forwarding logic, supporting zero
overhead loops, freely intermixable 16- and 32-bit instruction
encodings, static branch prediction, branch delay slots, and
predicated instructions.
Although the above configuration was used for this work,
the processor is highly configurable. Pipeline depth, cache
sizes, associativity, and block replacement policies as well as
byte order (i.e. big endian, little endian), bus widths, register-
file size, and instruction set specific options such as instruction
set extensions are configurable.
B. Target System Architecture
As a physical reference system we used a 12-core imple-
mentation of the multi-core system, synthesised for a Xil-
inx X6VLX240T FPGA. The system architecture is shown
in Figure 2. The twelve processor cores ( 1￿ in Figure 2)
are connected through a 32-bit hierarchical, switched, non-
buffered AXI interconnect fabric ( 2￿ in Figure 2) to RAM
and I/O devices ( 3￿ in Figure 2). An ASIP implementation
of the same ENCORE processor, implemented in a generic
90 nm technology node, is currently running in our laboratory
at frequencies up to 600 MHz. The processor cores can attain
a 50 MHz core clock using this FPGA fabric, while the
interconnect is clocked asynchronously to the cores at 75 MHz.
JTAG accessible utility functions and event counters were
inserted to be able to record data from the cores. Recorded
data for each core includes total clock cycles when not halted,
total committed instructions, total I/O operations, and total
clock cycles spent on I/O operations. From these counters
we calculate the MIPS of each core at 50 MHz (FPGA) and
600 MHz (ASIP), respectively.
C. Just-in-Time Dynamic Binary Translation
Efficient DBT relies heavily on Just-in-Time (JIT) compila-
tion for the translation of target machine instructions to host
machine instructions. Although JIT compiled code generally
runs much faster than interpreted code, JIT compilation in-
curs an additional overhead. For this reason, only the most
frequently executed code regions are translated to native code
whereas less frequently executed code is still interpreted (see
Box 1￿ in Figure 3). In a single-threaded execution model,
the interpreter pauses until the JIT compiler has translated its
assigned code block and the generated native code is executed
directly. However, it has been noted earlier [9] that program
execution does not need to be paused to permit compilation, as
a JIT compiler can operate in a separate thread while the pro-
gram executes concurrently. This decoupled or asynchronous
execution of the JIT compiler increases complexity of the
DBT, but is very effective in hiding the compilation latency –
especially if the JIT compiler can run on a separate processor.
In section III-B we extend this concept and introduce a parallel
JIT task farm (see Box 6￿ in Figure 3) to further reduce
compilation overhead and cope with the increased pressure
on the JIT compiler.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the ARC-
SIM simulator, highlighting a number of key contributions
which lead to high performance in a multi-core context. These
include a carefully designed software architecture, sharing of
translations between cores to benefit data-parallel applications,
lightweight multi-threading support and an efficient mapping
of atomic exchange operations to benefit synchronisation.
A. Simulator Architecture
Figure 3 shows the architectural design of our simulator.
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Fig. 3. Software architecture of our multi-core simulation capable ISS using
parallel trace-based JIT DBT.
individual thread with its own set of CPU state variables. The
operation of the interpreter is shown in Box 1￿, Figure 3. As
this is a functional simulation and is not yet required to be
cycle-accurate, these threads are then allowed to simulate the
program without restraint. The host operating system is relied
upon for scheduling of the cores if more cores are simulated
than are available on the host system. Simulated devices, such
as screen and terminal I/O, are run in separate threads from the
main simulation. Finally, JIT compilation workers also execute
in separate threads in a task farm approach where all workers
obtain work from a single queue, which all cores dispatch tasks
to – see Box 6￿, Figure 3. The operation of the JIT workers
is discussed further in the following paragraph.
B. Parallel Just-in-Time Dynamic Binary Translation
Our method for JIT DBT begins with the recording of hot
traces as the binary is interpreted. Interpreted simulation time
is partitioned into trace intervals. After each trace interval
every core dispatches the hottest recorded traces, packaged as
work units, to a priority queue for JIT compilation before its
simulation loop continues. Decoupled from these simulation
loops, JIT compilation workers dequeue and compile the
dispatched work units, as shown in Box 5￿, Figure 3. A
priority queue, shown in Box 4￿, Figure 3, is used to ensure
that the most important traces are scheduled for compilation
first. Important traces are determined from a combination
of a trace’s execution frequency (=heat) and time since last
execution (=recency). The main benefit of this approach is that
compilation latency is hidden by performing it in parallel with
the main simulation loops of the cores. Trace granularity can
be adjusted from the level of single basic blocks to as large
as an 8 KB page of memory. We use a light-weight tracing
scheme and only record basic block entry points as nodes, and
pairs of source and target entry points as edges to construct a
CFG.
C. Caching of Translated Code
Data parallel applications may run the same code across
different cores. To avoid repeated translation of identical traces
we employ a multi-level translation cache in our simulator.
As translations are generated for traces by the workers, they
must be registered with their associated entry points within
the simulator’s internal representation of the simulated code.
When the simulation reaches any basic block entry point, a
lookup must be made to see if a translation exists for this
physical address, returning a function pointer which can be
called to execute this section of code natively. A direct-mapped
translation cache was implemented which associates physical
addresses with their translations, to avoid costly lookup. This
cache is checked before consulting the simulator’s internal
representation, improving performance within the critical path
of simulation. Each core has its own private translation cache,
shown within Box 3￿, Figure 3.
This cache also inspired a method for sharing translations
between cores. By adding a second level translation cache,
shown within Box 6￿, Figure 3, which only the JIT compi-
lation workers can access, the workers can check this cache
when handling a work unit. Every time a JIT worker completes
a task, it loads the generated translations into the second level
translation cache. Whereas for the private first level cache the
JIT worker had to always generate the code itself to be able
to register the translation with the requesting core, the worker
can now check the second level cache to see if any other
workers have recently produced this translation. If it finds the
translation in the cache, it can immediately register it with
the requesting core, without having to generate the translation
itself, saving time.
Depending on the chosen granularity of the translation
units, determining if a translation is in the cache may be
more complicated than only checking if the physical addresses
match. When our translation units are page-sized, two cores
may trace different paths through the page from the same
initial physical address, and in this case it would be incorrect
to try and use the translation of the first trace to simulate the
second trace. For this reason, we also associate a signature
with each work unit. The generation of this signature will be
discussed in Section III-D. For now, it is enough to say that
if the physical address and signature of a JIT task matches
those of a translation in the second level cache, it is possible
to reuse that translation.
D. Detection and Elimination of Duplicate Work Items
The architecture of our multi-core JIT compilation system
presents another opportunity to prevent redundant translation
work. As multiple cores add tasks to the queue from which JIT
workers receive their work, it would be beneficial to identify
when a core attempts to dispatch a task which has already
been added by another core. Once identified, we can prevent
the task from being added to the queue, and instead register
that the requesting core would also like to be updated once
the queued task has been handled by a worker.
In order to identify whether two tasks are for the same
trace, we generate signatures for each task as it is created. The
signature is the result of a hash function applied to the physical
addresses of all the basic blocks that are to be translated.
This provides us with a means to quickly determine if traces
starting at the same address are different. While this may lead
to false negatives, the error rate is diminished and is negligible
in practice. The hash function is simple in our implementation
to maximise performance, but any hash function which accepts
32-bit integers with more robust collision-avoidance could
replace it.
A hash table stores lists of all tasks that have a particular
key as their signature. Upon attempting to dispatch a new task
to the queue, the table is checked for the task’s signature.
If found, the task is considered a duplicate, and is added to
the corresponding list. If not, the task is new, and a new list
containing it is added to the hash table, while the task is
additionally added to the queue. The JIT compilation workers
continue to take tasks from the queue as previously described,
and, upon completing a task, check the hash table to see
if any other tasks were added to the JIT system while this
one was waiting or being processed. If any exist, the cores
which created these tasks are also notified about the generated
translations.
This technique, in addition to the shared caching of trans-
lations described in Section III-C, has the dual effect of
reducing the waiting period between the dispatch of a task and
the receipt of its translation for many cores. It also reduces
the amount of similar tasks in the work queue, resulting in
a greater percentage of the simulated code being translated
earlier.
E. Atomic Exchange Operations
The atomic exchange instructions in the ARCOMPACT
instruction set are the way in which the ISA exposes explicit
multi-core synchronisation. In ARCSIM, this is implemented
using a global lock for all atomic exchange instructions. Whilst
potentially expensive, this enables the use of the underlying
x86 hardware synchronisation instructions to directly imple-
ment the atomic exchange instruction; in practice, it maps to
a single x86 instruction.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We have evaluated our parallel JIT DBT multi-core sim-
ulator on over 20 benchmarks from the MULTIBENCH and
SPLASH-2 benchmark suites. In this section we describe our
experimental approach and present and evaluate our results for
the speed and scalability of our simulator.
A. Experimental Setup and Methodology
We have evaluated our simulator using the MULTI-
BENCH 1.0 benchmark suite [10], which comprises a total
of 14 application kernels from the networking and consumer
domains which can be combined in various ways to reflect
typical application workloads of embedded systems. We run
each application kernel separately with a varying number of
worker threads. Some of the kernels are not multi-threaded,
so in these cases we run a separate instance of the kernel on
each of the simulated cores.
The SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [7] comprises 12 bench-
marks which cover a number of common complex calculations
in areas such as linear algebra, complex fluid dynamics, and
graphics rendering. Each benchmark is designed to partition
its work using threads1.
Our results are reported in terms of MIPS achieved by
the simulator. Each core can calculate its own MIPS rate,
where the number of instructions the core has executed is
divided by the length of time between when the core itself
starts to execute instructions, and when the core is halted.
These individual MIPS rates are summed to provide the total
simulation rate. Each benchmark and core configuration was
run 5 times, with the arithmetic mean taken from these runs
to present our results.
The system used to run the simulator was a x86 host with
4 Intel Xeon L7555 1.87 GHz (8-core) processors with hyper-
threading disabled, resulting in 32 cores being made available
to the openSUSE 11.3 Linux operating system. The system
also had 64GB of RAM available, and all experiments were
run under conditions of low system load.
1We were unable to build versions of fmm and water-nsquared which
could run on 64 cores, so these are excluded from our results. In the case
where contiguous and non-contiguous versions of the same benchmark were
available, we have built the contiguous version.













BENCHMARK  CORE COUNT  R1-INTERP-INSTR  R1-NATIVE-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-TIME  R1-OVERALL-MIPS  R2-INTERP-INSTR  R2-NATIVE-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-TIME  R2-OVERALL-MIPS   R3-INTERP-INSTR  R3-NATIVE-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-TIME R3-OVERALL-MIPS R4-INTERP-INSTR  R4-NATIVE-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-TIME  R4-OVERALL-MIPS  R5-INTERP-INSTR 5-NATIVE-INSTR R5-TOTAL-INSTR R5-TOTAL-TIME  R5-OVERALL-MIPS TOTAL TIME AVERAGE MIPS AVERAGE Speedup Over Single 
Core Simulation
Avg. Native Avg. Interpreted % Native % Interpreted % Total Check
cholesky 1 35982555 543255484 579238039 5.79 100.09 32335794 546902245 579238039 5.53 104.83 32412808 546825231 579238039 5.05 114.62 35152183 544085856 579238039 5.54 104.65 28794952 550443087 579238039 5.03 115.16 5.39 107.87 1 546,302,380.60 32,935,658.40 94.31% 5.69% 100%
cholesky 2 80584201 2659769011 2740353212 5.28 519.26 67870245 2127939932 2195810177 4.37 502.85 69356312 2589188274 2658544586 4.61 576.23 65840104 2858503246 2924343350 4.84 604.17 66695360 2317844231 2384539591 4.86 490.42 4.79 538.59 1.12 2,510,648,938.80 70,069,244.40 97.28% 2.72% 100%
cholesky 4 136632146 6480795168 6617427314 4.32 1532.15 138565306 7012317998 7150883304 4.81 1486.07 137008851 6802825751 6939834602 4.56 1521.49 142622406 6326210612 6468833018 4.58 1413.09 127864850 8401865810 8529730660 5.05 1688.51 4.66 1,528.26 1.16 7,004,803,067.80 136,538,711.80 98.09% 1.91% 100%
cholesky 8 358539227 19028703953 19387243180 6.46 3000.92 424595504 14155358529 14579954033 6.15 2369.85 344438870 19278656023 19623094893 6.44 3048.15 374913197 15827632570 16202545767 6.11 2654.12 6.29 2,768.26 0.86 17,072,587,768.75 375,621,699.50 97.85% 2.15% 100%
cholesky 16 584117666 40581947316 41166064982 6.64 6202.16 596337528 37720912044 38317249572 6.47 5925.5 622734555 38393020155 39015754710 6.95 5618.8 592047426 40943660025 41535707451 6.63 6265.58 607520863 37497757177 38105278040 6.68 5705.6 6.67 5,943.53 0.81 39,027,459,343.40 600,551,607.60 98.48% 1.52% 100%
cholesky 32 1393001534 93072296539 94465298073 9.78 9661.02 1381696283 96736054803 98117751086 10.02 9808.28 1155779669 1.02044E+11 1.032E+11 9.62 10734.92 1419409703 86155172686 87574582389 9.31 9412.11 1425826044 84949017187 86374843231 9.37 9219.97 9.62 9,767.26 0.56 92,591,390,684.20 1,355,142,646.60 98.56% 1.44% 100%
cholesky 64 2687625762 1.48952E+11 1.5164E+11 15.77 9622.81 2478252707 1.45914E+11 1.48392E+11 14.85 9997.63 2648616599 1.50862E+11 1.5351E+11 15.72 9772.60 2595059200 1.42939E+11 1.45534E+11 14.97 9726.50 15.33 9,779.89 147,166,755,362.00 2,602,388,567.00 98.26% 1.74% 100%
fft 1 39506438 72784596721 72824103159 473.99 153.64 38963194 72785139965 72824103159 471.51 154.45 40469844 72783633315 72824103159 470.54 154.77 34043165 72790059994 72824103159 477.47 152.52 39767326 72784335833 72824103159 481.85 151.13 475.07 153.30 1 72,785,553,165.60 38,549,993.40 99.95% 0.05% 100%
fft 2 67664188 2.11921E+11 2.11989E+11 288.03 735.99 68176502 2.05454E+11 2.05522E+11 284.81 721.61 64236123 2.15551E+11 2.15615E+11 294.25 732.76 65726181 2.11877E+11 2.11943E+11 290.14 730.48 59422144 2.08703E+11 2.08762E+11 287.89 725.14 289.02 729.20 1.64 210,701,154,939.00 65,045,027.60 99.97% 0.03% 100%
fft 4 90258220 4.3326E+11 4.33351E+11 192.75 2248.24 82555773 4.44181E+11 4.44263E+11 198.06 2243.03 80683141 4.33169E+11 4.33249E+11 194.13 2231.78 90659176 4.4943E+11 4.49521E+11 204.04 2203.06 82292532 4.1956E+11 4.19643E+11 189.12 2218.96 195.62 2,229.01 2.43 435,920,120,299.40 85,289,768.40 99.98% 0.02% 100%
fft 8 177914696 7.88203E+11 7.88381E+11 143.51 5493.55 146188460 8.19519E+11 8.19665E+11 144.18 5685.02 142317859 8.84824E+11 8.84967E+11 151.76 5831.4 148747676 8.29095E+11 8.29243E+11 143.75 5768.57 143357542 8.37521E+11 8.37664E+11 144.79 5785.49 145.60 5,712.81 3.26 831,832,527,417.80 151,705,246.60 99.98% 0.02% 100%
fft 16 347098606 1.60944E+12 1.60979E+12 127.58 12618.04 233970507 1.61092E+12 1.61115E+12 128.83 12505.87 252569561 1.69831E+12 1.69856E+12 134.33 12644.45 317736688 1.70995E+12 1.71026E+12 135.83 12591.92 274983243 1.61674E+12 1.61701E+12 129.32 12504.41 131.18 12,572.94 3.62 1,649,070,665,725.80 285,271,721.00 99.98% 0.02% 100%
fft 32 515468155 3.33159E+12 3.3321E+12 140.18 23773.43 556850309 3.34881E+12 3.34937E+12 140.43 23852.29 640217599 3.32139E+12 3.32203E+12 139.87 23751.08 505414613 3.3455E+12 3.34601E+12 140.14 23876.04 457886432 3.36769E+12 3.36815E+12 140.84 23915.71 140.29 23,833.71 3.39 3,342,998,104,058.40 535,167,421.60 99.98% 0.02% 100%
fft 64 819411438 6.78978E+12 6.7906E+12 268.86 25257.94 916319803 6.9234E+12 6.92432E+12 273.58 25310.78 834285314 6.90699E+12 6.90783E+12 272.03 25393.70 839158012 6.80316E+12 6.804E+12 269.07 25288.00 910381344 7.40907E+12 7.40998E+12 293.07 25284.28 275.32 25,306.94 6,966,481,469,914.80 863,911,182.20 99.99% 0.01% 100%
lu 1 21049766 6076313818 6097363584 26.54 229.74 20504172 6076859412 6097363584 26.85 227.07 21762153 6075601431 6097363584 27.69 220.24 22031759 6075331825 6097363584 26.67 228.6 22093065 6075270519 6097363584 27.18 224.34 26.99 226.00 1 6,075,875,401.00 21,488,183.00 99.65% 0.35% 100%
lu 2 38060888 9122346057 9160406945 16.01 572.24 38333060 8567886047 8606219107 15.48 556.08 31123917 9095674244 9126798161 15.95 572.07 37794245 8615792990 8653587235 15.67 552.42 40615332 9148500918 9189116250 16.27 564.94 15.88 563.55 1.7 8,910,040,051.20 37,185,488.40 99.58% 0.42% 100%
lu 4 71264495 13463449197 13534713692 10.31 1312.58 81533591 14025001710 14106535301 10.73 1315.37 70587322 13764975277 13835562599 9.8 1411.66 64604718 14544590528 14609195246 10.41 1403.65 57324388 12866064104 12923388492 9.51 1358.39 10.15 1,360.33 2.66 13,732,816,163.20 69,062,902.80 99.50% 0.50% 100%
lu 8 139420806 21980895422 22120316228 7.07 3130.34 139674427 21174375307 21314049734 7.06 3020.69 153041308 20661921417 20814962725 7 2975.08 144052893 21139728264 21283781157 7.09 3003.95 121025783 22143128364 22264154147 7.12 3127.89 7.07 3,051.59 3.82 21,420,009,754.80 139,443,043.40 99.35% 0.65% 100%
lu 16 346015831 36434942233 36780958064 6.34 5802.77 287489992 35866573508 36154063500 6 6026.17 286597009 35388915938 35675512947 6.08 5873.26 301878405 36203925618 36505804023 6.15 5936.12 300801687 35641878531 35942680218 6.11 5884.73 6.14 5,904.61 4.4 35,907,247,165.60 304,556,584.80 99.16% 0.84% 100%
lu 32 822115955 85395685784 86217801739 8.48 10168.11 766991642 85011776817 85778768459 8.17 10508.86 753938558 86375542050 87129480608 8.41 10380.9 871489330 85656743123 86528232453 8.62 10043.48 730156943 81825731231 82555888174 8.15 10137.39 8.37 10,247.75 3.23 84,853,095,801.00 788,938,485.60 99.08% 0.92% 100%
lu 64 1720603341 1.63996E+11 1.65716E+11 15.77 10512.08 1673232955 1.73845E+11 1.75518E+11 16.18 10853.46 1618026227 1.7502E+11 1.76638E+11 16.16 10945.39 1785561580 1.6532E+11 1.67106E+11 15.78 10592.93 1549473945 1.7404E+11 1.75589E+11 15.90 11049.15 15.96 10,790.60 170,444,262,999.00 1,669,379,609.60 99.03% 0.97% 100%
radix 1 18129450 780897721 799027171 7.65 104.41 17993868 781033303 799027171 7.97 100.2 17757983 781269188 799027171 7.93 100.76 17589561 781437610 799027171 7.94 100.68 17967627 781059544 799027171 7.81 102.34 7.86 101.68 1 781,139,473.20 17,887,697.80 97.76% 2.24% 100%
radix 2 26041842 1091881349 1117923191 4.24 263.63 37652078 914387064 952039142 4.42 215.66 32305646 956757262 989062908 4.3 230.11 28435688 958611969 987047657 4.14 238.72 29837752 887854024 917691776 4.22 217.34 4.26 233.09 1.84 961,898,333.60 30,854,601.20 96.89% 3.11% 100%
radix 4 46030749 1336565534 1382596283 2.82 489.68 47919225 1564389711 1612308936 2.79 578.8 52479679 2078194432 2130674111 3.16 674.24 52448448 1792860628 1845309076 2.93 630.27 59950945 2097155093 2157106038 3.06 704.61 2.95 615.52 2.66 1,773,833,079.60 51,765,809.20 97.16% 2.84% 100%
radix 8 81638048 2706722889 2788360937 2.1 1330.27 105769527 2064767990 2170537517 2.16 1003.79 105254145 1740307045 1845561190 2.05 902.9 100042584 1900466321 2000508905 2.05 976.28 105611776 2168156332 2273768108 2.22 1024.81 2.12 1,047.61 3.71 2,116,084,115.40 99,663,216.00 95.50% 4.50% 100%
radix 16 154122769 4450389443 4604512212 2.04 2267.36 154505024 4414029635 4568534659 1.91 2400.35 182427320 2454422829 2636850149 1.77 1489.6 183195856 3855824132 4039019988 2.02 2000.87 165491878 3419158598 3584650476 1.73 2079.48 1.89 2,047.53 4.15 3,718,764,927.40 167,948,569.40 95.68% 4.32% 100%
radix 32 556160013 11107901839 11664061852 3.91 2985.83 589543104 12123145743 12712688847 3.91 3256.25 614966761 11361444190 11976410951 3.94 3047.97 547954642 11120123425 11668078067 3.59 3251.02 613113628 11152203183 11765316811 3.55 3326.73 3.78 3,173.56 2.08 11,372,963,676.00 584,347,629.60 95.11% 4.89% 100%
radix 64 943637362 11345986366 12289623728 5.05 2439.42 863591448 10655445303 11519036751 4.58 2515.72 910027276 13205862694 14115889970 4.91 2875.41 921525799 13875286612 14796812411 5.24 2829.11 990798930 10405521482 11396320412 5.04 2265.73 4.96 2,585.08 11,897,620,491.40 925,916,163.00 92.78% 7.22% 100%
barnes 1 27573627 31640566219 31668139846 212.24 149.21 30604575 31637535271 31668139846 214.94 147.33 28908831 31639231015 31668139846 210.17 150.68 34177757 31633962089 31668139846 212.80 148.82 29252148 31638887698 31668139846 208.37 151.98 211.70 149.60 1 31,638,036,458.40 30,103,387.60 99.90% 0.10% 100%
barnes 2 52691627 55080145868 55132837495 113.45 485.97 53631335 54834891421 54888522756 111.04 494.33 45646726 58009573819 58055220545 112.37 516.67 45904192 56840426692 56886330884 117.02 486.14 51126291 54249231377 54300357668 111.40 487.43 113.06 494.11 1.66 55,802,853,835.40 49,800,034.20 99.91% 0.09% 100%
barnes 4 84940405 43733649890 43818590295 43.15 1015.49 83518855 44900165668 44983684523 44.23 1017.17 86266824 46539077139 46625343963 43.81 1064.38 86169992 75895203497 75981373489 59.62 1274.53 89124489 43607712106 43696836595 43.31 1009.07 46.82 1,076.13 2.55 50,935,161,660.00 86,004,113.00 99.83% 0.17% 100%
barnes 8 210286367 58708521777 58918808144 25.66 2296.26 240176767 57518773435 57758950202 25.84 2234.93 210723850 62838897816 63049621666 26.16 2409.82 192919153 58157344936 58350264089 25.16 2319.80 170168352 55985603298 56155771650 24.71 2272.63 25.51 2,306.69 2.17 58,641,828,252.40 204,854,897.80 99.65% 0.35% 100%
barnes 16 471941018 1.00237E+11 1.00709E+11 19.45 5179.58 473279529 83463373834 83936653363 17.26 4866.09 409308701 1.06847E+11 1.07257E+11 19.81 5415.95 423373037 1.0046E+11 1.00884E+11 19.10 5281.45 452726747 1.05315E+11 1.05768E+11 20.18 5240.95 19.16 5,196.80 1.62 99,264,617,689.00 446,125,806.40 99.55% 0.45% 100%
barnes 32 1523304790 1.45664E+11 1.47187E+11 17.44 8445.11 1750258183 1.44328E+11 1.46078E+11 18.39 7946.12 1609503798 1.33386E+11 1.34996E+11 16.88 7999.37 1978701428 96257129506 98235830934 16.15 6081.59 1367231281 1.5467E+11 1.56038E+11 17.67 8843.20 17.31 7,863.08 134,861,100,939.20 1,645,799,896.00 98.79% 1.21% 100%
barnes 64 3760267517 2.13704E+11 2.17464E+11 26.75 8132.41 3460468972 2.01435E+11 2.04896E+11 25.06 8178.77 3935731330 2.23752E+11 2.27688E+11 28.23 8067.20 3389259193 2.26598E+11 2.29987E+11 25.91 8879.26 2757921202 2.2654E+11 2.29298E+11 26.01 8818.28 26.39 8,415.18 218,405,835,954.00 3,460,729,642.80 98.44% 1.56% 100%
ocean 1 53190773 6855364689 6908555462 46.38 148.94 52804858 6855750604 6908555462 46.69 147.98 51233164 6857322298 6908555462 46.10 149.87 53393013 6855162449 6908555462 48.59 142.18 49414790 6859140672 6908555462 46.69 147.95 46.89 147.38 1 6,856,548,142.40 52,007,319.60 99.25% 0.75% 100%
ocean 2 69501917 8297079559 8366581476 26.79 312.33 90886152 8331998703 8422884855 26.35 319.69 77641336 8363642043 8441283379 26.13 323.00 73610171 8988503103 9062113274 27.09 334.50 74478208 8655221272 8729699480 26.45 330.10 26.56 323.92 1.8 8,527,288,936.00 77,223,556.80 99.10% 0.90% 100%
ocean 4 184693627 11435864598 11620558225 15.48 750.84 190780853 11242568471 11433349324 15.41 741.80 15.45 746.32 3 11,339,216,534.50 187,737,240.00 98.37% 1.63% 100%
ocean 8 402585008 13888315772 14290900780 10.11 1413.42 400659630 12800895523 13201555153 10.00 1320.43 434842895 12836628194 13271471089 10.64 1248.07 10.25 1,327.31 4.88 13,175,279,829.67 412,695,844.33 96.96% 3.04% 100%
ocean 16 1174382764 17254495797 18428878561 9.47 1946.18 1142235441 18050078983 19192314424 9.36 2051.01 1133136367 18632997197 19766133564 10.03 1970.76 1152782418 16877827345 18030609763 9.42 1915.21 9.57 1,970.79 6.53 17,703,849,830.50 1,150,634,247.50 93.90% 6.10% 100%
ocean 32 793451838 2.11534E+11 2.12327E+11 19.32 10989.59 2119869004 1.59227E+11 1.61347E+11 19.26 8378.89 2311539760 1.48696E+11 1.51008E+11 18.68 8085.24 2270891513 1.45547E+11 1.47818E+11 18.68 7925.84 2220367137 1.48113E+11 1.50334E+11 18.44 8156.28 18.88 8,707.17 162,623,401,005.20 1,943,223,850.40 98.82% 1.18% 100%
ocean 64 1091784000 4.84228E+11 4.8532E+11 37.28 13024.65 984382174 4.66916E+11 4.679E+11 36.03 12988.84 1301792179 4.42531E+11 4.43833E+11 34.85 12738.13 4230177927 3.72106E+11 3.76337E+11 36.06 10437.94 36.06 12,297.39 441,445,374,312.00 1,902,034,070.00 99.57% 0.43% 100%
raytrace 1 30356716 2108256500 2138613216 16.70 128.02 29346039 2109267177 2138613216 16.80 127.28 33944190 2104669026 2138613216 16.74 127.73 30132638 2108480578 2138613216 16.90 126.56 25425760 2113187456 2138613216 16.96 126.12 16.82 127.14 1 2,108,772,147.40 29,841,068.60 98.60% 1.40% 100%
raytrace 2 64472627 3371502032 3435974659 10.86 316.27 53411928 4269432244 4322844172 10.82 399.60 52989214 3800017737 3853006951 10.57 364.70 69249104 3375817868 3445066972 10.51 327.79 48203676 4457748680 4505952356 10.81 416.80 10.71 365.03 1.58 3,854,903,712.20 57,665,309.80 98.53% 1.47% 100%
raytrace 4 118087389 8121196061 8239283450 8.07 1020.51 114517840 8017872091 8132389931 8.01 1015.90 123488162 8593004206 8716492368 8.57 1017.06 113215039 9036392001 9149607040 8.65 1060.49 121187601 8464157915 8585345516 8.68 989.48 8.40 1,020.69 2.03 8,446,524,454.80 118,099,206.20 98.62% 1.38% 100%
raytrace 8 419482251 14338144985 14757627236 9.08 1634.33 401496207 15988401926 16389898133 9.00 1823.78 398102639 15660934966 16059037605 9.03 1779.81 393822109 15122332874 15516154983 8.65 1797.09 8.94 1,758.75 1.87 15,277,453,687.75 403,225,801.50 97.43% 2.57% 100%
raytrace 16 1143170236 20704176950 21847347186 10.05 2238.23 999682359 30384866038 31384548397 10.41 3105.08 1032422217 30437745437 31470167654 10.58 3066.49 969210410 29298618825 30267829235 10.62 2913.38 913865951 30464556016 31378421967 9.66 3302.59 10.26 2,925.15 28,257,992,653.20 1,011,670,234.60 96.54% 3.46% 100%
raytrace 32 1676195954 68690723869 70366919823 11.90 6283.93 1757381070 73195438881 74952819951 12.55 6329.82 1803431576 70079568797 71883000373 12.82 5904.79 1755289873 73602878369 75358168242 12.62 6391.67 1703824283 71941183038 73645007321 11.99 6442.40 12.38 6,270.52 71,501,958,590.80 1,739,224,551.20 97.63% 2.37% 100%
raytrace 64 2035543551 1.2413E+11 1.26165E+11 15.25 8611.82 2127987512 1.2548E+11 1.27608E+11 15.44 8566.96 2544051197 87611382025 90155433222 15.44 6046.99 1979647074 1.31242E+11 1.33222E+11 15.73 8797.32 2029254335 1.36653E+11 1.38683E+11 15.94 8990.55 15.56 8,202.73 121,023,357,855.40 2,143,296,733.80 98.26% 1.74% 100%
radiosity 1 37360726 87286846499 87324207225 784.24 111.35 33629003 87290578222 87324207225 778.68 112.14 35096311 87289110914 87324207225 778.09 112.23 36773707 87287433518 87324207225 768.96 113.56 38407372 87285799853 87324207225 768.19 113.68 775.63 112.59 1 87,287,953,801.20 36,253,423.80 99.96% 0.04% 100%
radiosity 2 57784753 90991752057 91049536810 388.06 234.63 67584248 91034988719 91102572967 365.93 248.96 63514642 91056619509 91120134151 372.36 244.71 57283436 90870436384 90927719820 357.92 254.05 68258536 90951580028 91019838564 406.99 223.64 378.25 241.20 2.05 90,981,075,339.40 62,885,123.00 99.93% 0.07% 100%
radiosity 4 123967832 92042748791 92166716623 193.07 477.36 110355210 92062557241 92172912451 186.73 493.61 127385221 91232624584 91360009805 186.35 490.25 102124209 91755263362 91857387571 187.69 489.41 113619237 91529874737 91643493974 189.3 484.12 188.63 486.95 4.11 91,724,613,743.00 115,490,341.80 99.87% 0.13% 100%
radiosity 8 352235319 93338458070 93690693389 96.24 973.52 316495572 93267522488 93584018060 99.24 942.98 377559250 92733824402 93111383652 98.45 945.81 390264474 92270308080 92660572554 100.39 923.04 306151266 93456192099 93762343365 99.41 943.19 98.75 945.71 7.85 93,013,261,027.80 348,541,176.20 99.63% 0.37% 100%
radiosity 16 1163262681 99559326214 1.00723E+11 58.42 1724.27 1111508933 99225692146 1.00337E+11 60.57 1656.53 1132243433 98022525188 99154768621 58.44 1696.77 59.14 1,692.52 13.11 98,935,847,849.33 1,135,671,682.33 98.87% 1.13% 100%
radiosity 32 5130937639 1.13744E+11 1.18875E+11 49.17 2417.91 5079405430 1.15228E+11 1.20308E+11 48.25 2493.51 3792666427 1.21687E+11 1.25479E+11 48.57 2583.7 5406415314 1.19551E+11 1.24958E+11 49.31 2534.33 48.83 2,507.36 15.89 117,552,527,767.50 4,852,356,202.50 96.04% 3.96% 100%
radiosity 64 12231570426 1.31046E+11 1.43277E+11 76.40 1875.52 12723608434 1.35922E+11 1.48646E+11 79.06 1880.34 TO TO TO TO TO 9586535756 1.42724E+11 1.52311E+11 74.79 2036.73 76.75 1,930.86 136,564,039,192.00 11,513,904,872.00 92.22% 7.78% 100%
volrend 1 115019459 15354357483 15469376942 107.75 143.57 114753501 15354623441 15469376942 109.59 141.16 117785217 15351591725 15469376942 106.69 144.99 114882918 15354494024 15469376942 106.73 144.94 116111827 15353265115 15469376942 107.42 144.02 107.64 143.74 1 15,353,666,357.60 115,710,584.40 99.25% 0.75% 100%
volrend 2 132963830 84516661716 84649625546 93.91 901.41 137887055 85877532148 86015419203 96.08 895.22 121556756 83708586144 83830142900 94.11 890.73 127166697 83708953710 83836120407 93.73 894.46 134629649 85058637433 85193267082 95.77 889.55 94.72 894.27 1.14 84,574,074,230.20 130,840,797.40 99.85% 0.15% 100%
volrend 4 151295979 2.29119E+11 2.2927E+11 82.93 2764.64 175017907 2.28427E+11 2.28603E+11 82.83 2759.8 148188046 2.31253E+11 2.31401E+11 83.43 2773.74 169990385 2.24147E+11 2.24317E+11 81.85 2740.6 82.76 2,759.70 1.3 228,236,522,539.75 161,123,079.25 99.93% 0.07% 100%
volrend 8 355967592 4.58173E+11 4.58529E+11 71.97 6371.16 293703699 4.86985E+11 4.87279E+11 73.87 6596.34 323437007 5.00311E+11 5.00634E+11 76.42 6551.09 298296674 4.77383E+11 4.77681E+11 72.57 6582.06 312269758 4.92895E+11 4.93207E+11 74.86 6588.85 73.94 6,537.90 1.46 483,149,341,292.00 316,734,946.00 99.93% 0.07% 100%
volrend 16 867173996 1.22716E+12 1.22803E+12 91.35 13442.93 889317836 1.24224E+12 1.24313E+12 92.58 13427.57 926899839 1.24874E+12 1.24967E+12 93.06 13429.31 929569011 1.44123E+12 1.44216E+12 106.07 13596.86 95.77 13,474.17 1.12 1,289,840,949,124.50 903,240,170.50 99.93% 0.07% 100%
volrend 32 2866234714 1.91003E+12 1.91289E+12 86.27 22174.22 2803450926 1.92387E+12 1.92668E+12 86.11 22374.95 2914275979 1.95879E+12 1.96171E+12 87.8 22346 86.73 22,298.39 1.24 1,930,897,058,375.67 2,861,320,539.67 99.85% 0.15% 100%
volrend 64 3792149489 5.84946E+12 5.85325E+12 234.32 24980.95 4203433048 5.38906E+12 5.39327E+12 216.91 24865.52 2999970720 5.48245E+12 5.48545E+12 217.41 25231.73 3139103796 5.31542E+12 5.31856E+12 212.00 25088.79 3116025294 5.3139E+12 5.31701E+12 212.25 25051.60 218.58 25,043.72 5,470,057,235,372.20 3,450,136,469.40 99.94% 0.06% 100%
water-nsquared 1 26632317 5790769658 5817401975 38.43 151.39 29211854 5788190121 5817401975 39.99 145.49 32123471 5785278504 5817401975 37.6 154.74 29352774 5788049201 5817401975 39.84 146.04 34499233 5782902742 5817401975 37.14 156.65 38.60 150.86 1 5,787,038,045.20 30,363,929.80 99.48% 0.52% 100%
water-nsquared 2 57497658 8815908175 8873405833 20.75 427.68 57600321 8888016597 8945616918 20.34 439.8 49371822 8823942517 8873314339 20.66 429.5 67166990 9777741511 9844908501 21.31 461.98 55867816 8701827182 8757694998 20.19 433.68 20.65 438.53 1.87 9,001,487,196.40 57,500,921.40 99.37% 0.63% 100%
water-nsquared 4 106793093 24524852539 24631645632 15.34 1605.76 106473470 25469712739 25576186209 16.09 1590.05 115887565 24663927795 24779815360 15.63 1585.21 120646535 25297217620 25417864155 15.58 1631.82 101301239 28273827928 28375129167 17.09 1660.27 15.95 1,614.62 2.42 25,645,907,724.20 110,220,380.40 99.57% 0.43% 100%
water-nsquared 8 161556776 1.35005E+11 1.35166E+11 23.36 5786.07 203246189 2.16943E+11 2.17147E+11 34.14 6360.8 183034593 1.37328E+11 1.37511E+11 23.43 5869.78 167314595 2.32131E+11 2.32299E+11 35.77 6494.57 174141972 1.36743E+11 1.36917E+11 23.19 5904.64 27.98 6,083.17 1.38 171,630,049,606.40 177,858,825.00 99.90% 0.10% 100%
water-nsquared 16 560792754 9.45618E+11 9.46179E+11 69.02 13708.72 579938820 2.76104E+12 2.76162E+12 190.93 14464.38 521455032 2.68289E+12 2.68342E+12 186.77 14367.72 527933502 2.74519E+12 2.74572E+12 188.93 14533.05 562046252 2.68262E+12 2.68318E+12 184.46 14546.45 164.02 14,324.06 0.24 2,363,471,118,716.20 550,433,272.00 99.98% 0.02% 100%
water-nsquared 32
water-spatial 1 28783709 5783514835 5812298544 37.01 157.06 31776264 5780522280 5812298544 38 152.94 23919936 5788378608 5812298544 37.14 156.5 27058833 5785239711 5812298544 37.52 154.9 24318271 5787980273 5812298544 38.9 149.42 37.71 154.16 1 5,785,127,141.40 27,171,402.60 99.53% 0.47% 100%
water-spatial 2 64599522 6128420204 6193019726 19.73 313.86 55230573 6893584595 6948815168 20.56 337.94 49909389 7595369174 7645278563 19.16 398.95 61010569 6457370899 6518381468 19.51 334.08 43954693 7358067346 7402022039 19.25 384.6 19.64 353.89 1.92 6,886,562,443.60 54,940,949.20 99.21% 0.79% 100%
water-spatial 4 102808983 10918071000 11020879983 11.82 932.73 100560113 12377935078 12478495191 12.41 1005.75 119483348 9704368383 9823851731 11.94 823.04 94181929 11532414837 11626596766 11.7 993.83 114177188 11459989435 11574166623 12.34 937.89 12.04 938.65 3.13 11,198,555,746.60 106,242,312.20 99.06% 0.94% 100%
water-spatial 8 307393332 15482839729 15790233061 9.19 1717.38 384311915 14558374660 14942686575 9.38 1592.78 297421709 16631723480 16929145189 8.89 1905.02 332218319 17722715544 18054933863 9.22 1958.73 9.17 1,793.48 4.11 16,098,913,353.25 330,336,318.75 97.99% 2.01% 100%
water-spatial 16 939895792 17723080778 18662976570 8.63 2162.7 802515006 27427331180 28229846186 8.89 3177.02 711379712 28753615416 29464995128 8.53 3456.38 620179426 27284711939 27904891365 7.73 3610.14 8.45 3,101.56 4.47 25,297,184,828.25 768,492,484.00 97.05% 2.95% 100%
water-spatial 32 2363057287 82284364611 84647421898 14.78 5727.97 2465894930 95632637372 98098532302 15.81 6206.18 2549061631 82210269776 84759331407 14.86 5704.23 2703991679 85397173760 88101165439 15.74 5596.79 2536724571 75867548516 78404273087 15.04 5213.8 15.25 5,689.79 2.47 84,278,398,807.00 2,523,746,019.60 97.09% 2.91% 100%
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107.87 538.59 1,528.26 2,768.26 5,943.53 9,767.26 9,779.89
153.30 729.20 2,229.01 5,712.81 12,572.94 23,833.71 25,306.94
226.00 563.55 1,360.33 3,051.59 5,904.61 10,247.75 10,790.60
101.68 233.09 615.52 1,047.61 2,047.53 3,173.56 2,585.08
149.60 494.11 1,076.13 2,306.69 5,196.80 7,863.08 8,415.18
147.38 323.92 746.32 1,327.31 1,970.79 8,707.17 12,297.39
127.14 365.03 1,020.69 1,758.75 2,925.15 6,270.52 8,202.73
112.59 241.20 486.95 945.71 1,692.52 2,507.36 1,930.86
143.74 894.27 2,759.70 6,537.90 13,474.17 22,298.39 25,043.72
154.16 353.89 938.65 1,793.48 3,101.56 5,689.79 3,673.58
142.35 473.68 1276.16 2725.01 5482.96 10035.86 10802.60
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1.00 4.99 14.17 25.66 55.10 90.55 90.66
1.00 4.76 14.54 37.27 82.01 155.47 165.08
1.00 2.49 6.02 13.50 26.13 45.34 47.75
1.00 2.29 6.05 10.30 20.14 31.21 25.42
1.00 3.30 7.19 15.42 34.74 52.56 56.25
1.00 2.20 5.06 9.01 13.37 59.08 83.44
1.00 2.87 8.03 13.83 23.01 49.32 64.52
1.00 2.14 4.32 8.40 15.03 22.27 17.15
1.00 6.22 19.20 45.49 93.74 155.13 174.23




















































Fig. 4. Simulation rate in MIPS (left chart) and throughput relative to single-core execution (right chart) using the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite for varying
multi-core configurations of our ISS.
B. Bare-Metal POSIX Multi-Threading Support
We use a light-weight library that provides the essentials
of operating system functionality to run the benchmarks on
bare-metal hardware and within the simulator. This library
provides features such as startup code, I/O device manage-
ment, memory management primitives, and in particular basic
multi-threading support in the form of a pthreads API.
We restrict the number of threads to one per core – which
is permitted by the pthreads specification – since the
implementation of a full preemptive scheduler would have ex-
ceeded the scope of this work. Mutexes are implemented using
spin locks based around the ARCOMPACT atomic exchange
instruction. Our implementation also fully supports condition
variables, semaphores, and thread joining.
This approach differs from that taken for instance by
UNISIM [11] where threading support is emulated by the
simulator. This requires applications to be linked against a
pthreads emulation library which re-routes pthreads
API calls to trigger simulator intervention such as suspending
or waking up of simulated cores. Our approach, in contrast,
produces binaries that can be run both on real hardware and
in the simulation environment without modification.
C. Summary of Key Results
Our results shown in Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that the
initial target of "1,000 to 10,000 MIPS" [4] was easily attained,
with seven of our benchmarks exceeding 20,000 MIPS when
simulating a 32-core target. This is better than the performance
of a theoretical 600 MHz 32-core ASIP. For the SPLASH-2
fft benchmark we achieve a maximum overall simulation
rate of 25,307 MIPS for a 64-core simulation target, whilst on
average we still provide 11,797 MIPS for the same simulation
target. For large-scale configurations of up to 2048 cores
our results shown in Figure 6 demonstrate the ability of our
simulator to scale with the number of processors and to sustain
its simulation rate beyond the point at which the number of
simulated cores exceeds those of the host system.
D. Simulation Speed
All of the MULTIBENCH baseline three-core simulations
exceed 1,000 MIPS, with rgbhpg03 reaching 3,100 MIPS.
Due to their higher complexity the single-core performance of
the SPLASH-2 benchmarks ranges between 100 to 225 MIPS.
On the other hand, they exhibit far greater scalability (see
Section IV-E).
Simulating 64 target cores we achieve simulation rates
in excess of 20,000 MIPS for fft and volrend from
SPLASH-2, and for md5, rgbcmyk, mpeg2, rgbyiq03,
and rgbhpg03 from MULTIBENCH. Only 5 out of 24 ap-
plications fail to deliver more than 3,200 MIPS (equivalent
to 100 MIPS simulation rate per host core) while the average
performance across all benchmarks for this configuration is
close to 12,000 MIPS.
Not all benchmarks maintain this simulation rate as the
number of cores increases, showing that simulation perfor-
mance is application-specific. For instance, the MULTIBENCH
networking benchmarks (ippktcheck, ipres, tcp) show
little, if any, improvement over the baseline for higher numbers
of simulated cores. The profile of the instructions executed
by these benchmarks indicates a very high rate of memory
accesses and memory-dependent branches which quickly satu-
rate the available memory bandwidth of the host system. These
findings are in line with the data sheets provided by EEMBC
[10].
E. Scalability
It is important to evaluate how the simulator scales beyond
the number of host processor cores for simulating tomorrow’s
many-core systems on today’s commodity hardware. Most













BENCHMARK  CORE COUNT  R1-INTERP-INSTR  R1-NATIVE-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-TIME  R1-OVERALL-MIPS  R2-INTERP-INSTR  R2-NATIVE-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-TIME  R2-OVERALL-MIPS   R3-INTERP-INSTR  R3-NATIVE-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-TIME R3-OVERALL-MIPS R4-INTERP-INSTR  R4-NATIVE-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-TIME  R4-OVERALL-MIPS  R5-INTERP-INSTR 5-NATIVE-INSTR R5-TOTAL-INSTR R5-TOTAL-TIME  R5-OVERALL-MIPS TOTAL TIME AVERAGE MIPS AVERAGE MIPS STDEV Speedup Over Single 
Core Simulation
Avg. Native Avg. Interpreted % Native % Interpreted % Total Check
md5 1 20806612 4.90919E+11 4.9094E+11 185.37 2648.54 18099393 5.11988E+11 5.12006E+11 193.43 2646.97 14898538 4.93851E+11 4.93866E+11 188.02 2626.73 15599979 5.02826E+11 5.02842E+11 189.10 2659.18 26311295 5.05148E+11 5.05174E+11 190.46 2652.46 189.276 2646.776 12.15687583222 1 500,946,364,926.2 19,143,163.4 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
md5 2 22577613 3.11222E+11 3.11245E+11 97.50 3192.46 33515073 3.14354E+11 3.14388E+11 98.68 3185.96 22843611 3.12418E+11 3.12441E+11 98.10 3184.98 23126042 3.16386E+11 3.1641E+11 98.88 3200.00 23010933 3.08845E+11 3.08868E+11 96.95 3185.93 98.022 3189.866 6.404075265017 1.93 312,645,347,932.4 25,014,654.4 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
md5 4 67739687 2.27813E+11 2.27881E+11 53.69 4244.30 40937690 2.23463E+11 2.23504E+11 52.13 4287.19 46790736 2.22265E+11 2.22312E+11 52.18 4260.89 92322600 2.37039E+11 2.37131E+11 55.96 4237.72 37516693 2.21311E+11 2.21348E+11 51.72 4279.69 53.136 4261.958 21.51455251684 3.56 226,378,253,293.0 57,061,481.2 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
md5 8 73075022 1.93687E+11 1.9376E+11 29.69 6525.83 65086537 1.9895E+11 1.99015E+11 30.27 6575.80 74974418 1.93763E+11 1.93838E+11 30.01 6460.26 82871238 1.95015E+11 1.95098E+11 29.63 6583.98 73974912 2.01582E+11 2.01656E+11 30.85 6536.65 30.09 6536.504 49.30833935553 6.29 196,599,303,526.0 73,996,425.4 99.96% 0.04% 100.00%
md5 16 116065491 2.08243E+11 2.08359E+11 19.15 10884.34 118566865 2.10613E+11 2.10731E+11 19.63 10734.44 103742818 2.08282E+11 2.08386E+11 19.02 10958.76 120831958 2.00694E+11 2.00815E+11 19.10 10515.69 114900305 2.03941E+11 2.04056E+11 19.03 10721.10 19.186 10762.866 170.8645685331 9.87 206,354,672,052.4 114,821,487.4 99.94% 0.06% 100.00%
md5 32 672334538 5.67307E+11 5.67979E+11 27.30 20813.54 268992493 5.85043E+11 5.85312E+11 26.76 21874.81 280662897 5.65124E+11 5.65405E+11 25.96 21781.62 240544131 5.73125E+11 5.73366E+11 26.26 21839.27 26.57 21577.31 510.6259167597 7.12 572,649,721,765.5 365,633,514.8 99.94% 0.06% 100.00%
md5 64 587601350 5.75487E+11 5.76074E+11 27.20 21189.86 530575266 6.48685E+11 6.49215E+11 29.88 21730.96 516405022 5.91704E+11 5.9222E+11 27.81 21299.42 476614990 6.43995E+11 6.44471E+11 29.53 21831.46 490576187 5.94414E+11 5.94904E+11 27.77 21425.82 28.438 21495.504 276.1471580154 6.66 610,856,707,876.0 520,354,563.0 99.91% 0.09% 100.00%
md5 128 1147579161 1.15707E+12 1.15822E+12 50.40 22983.83 1100992860 1.24013E+12 1.24123E+12 53.80 23077.65 1116228057 1.11332E+12 1.11444E+12 49.21 22650.46 1338899416 1.2053E+12 1.20664E+12 53.98 22358.34 1001022703 1.09669E+12 1.09769E+12 48.53 22625.12 51.184 22739.08 291.6914212828 3.70 1,162,503,884,196.4 1,140,944,439.4 99.90% 0.10% 100.00%
md5 256 2596297825 2.19337E+12 2.19596E+12 96.31 22809.29 2337723757 2.5849E+12 2.58723E+12 109.71 23589.14 2305002939 2.77433E+12 2.77664E+12 116.20 23901.47 2273202763 2.40101E+12 2.40328E+12 102.63 23422.80 2493641758 2.53244E+12 2.53493E+12 108.26 23421.64 106.622 23428.868 397.8082851953 1.78 2,497,207,284,225.8 2,401,173,808.4 99.90% 0.10% 100.00%
md5 512 1370877436 5.75077E+12 5.75214E+12 233.08 24693.04 1385366360 5.4561E+12 5.45749E+12 222.60 24529.08 1289441353 5.17164E+12 5.17293E+12 211.95 24421.48 2072187962 5.35602E+12 5.3581E+12 220.29 24341.61 1871907396 5.32593E+12 5.3278E+12 218.34 24418.11 221.252 24480.664 136.1978690362 0.86 5,412,091,715,099.6 1,597,956,101.4 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
md5 1024 827867710 1.10141E+13 1.1015E+13 446.89 24689.15 749172122 1.29392E+13 1.29399E+13 520.47 24893.93 573610574 1.15218E+13 1.15224E+13 465.65 24784.99 674486304 1.16616E+13 1.16623E+13 465.65 25082.23 474.665 24862.575 168.6486662661 0.40 11,784,177,083,916.8 706,284,177.5 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
md5 2048 855871770 2.23318E+13 2.23327E+13 919.38 24405.27 776024934 2.18549E+13 2.18557E+13 892.38 24604.36 858068108 2.38758E+13 2.38767E+13 955.94 25080.03 833051903 2.0397E+13 2.03978E+13 842.04 24348.80 809017953 2.35885E+13 2.35893E+13 963.18 24586.22 914.584 24604.936 287.8962883227 0.21 22,409,611,523,923.6 826,406,933.6 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
ippktcheck 1 15942950 3.48216E+11 3.48232E+11 156.52 2224.79 21023163 3.47996E+11 3.48017E+11 156.29 2226.72 11695837 3.42598E+11 3.42609E+11 155.59 2201.97 20989093 3.33646E+11 3.33667E+11 153.78 2169.85 11728525 3.53796E+11 3.53808E+11 159.65 2216.14 156.366 2207.894 23.40047713189 1 345,250,359,881.4 16,275,913.6 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
ippktcheck 2 17919661 3.03831E+11 3.03849E+11 132.55 2292.36 12136478 2.96514E+11 2.96526E+11 128.61 2305.73 12423322 3.00992E+11 3.01004E+11 131.89 2282.19 13358224 3.14438E+11 3.14451E+11 131.22 2396.30 13715635 3.00137E+11 3.00151E+11 130.71 2296.28 130.996 2314.572 46.46022782983 1.19 303,182,310,035.4 13,910,664.0 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
ippktcheck 4 23972486 2.82096E+11 2.8212E+11 113.78 2479.60 23067450 2.7185E+11 2.71873E+11 107.48 2529.43 21580067 2.77711E+11 2.77733E+11 112.21 2475.07 41827547 2.84156E+11 2.84198E+11 118.10 2406.46 30534645 2.91973E+11 2.92004E+11 119.24 2448.91 114.162 2467.894 45.02702888266 1.37 281,557,335,051.2 28,196,439.0 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ippktcheck 8 30227409 6.2725E+11 6.2728E+11 256.09 2449.47 85670834 6.19765E+11 6.1985E+11 254.38 2436.70 18117946 6.1335E+11 6.13368E+11 252.82 2426.07 22074916 6.20782E+11 6.20804E+11 254.47 2439.65 29228375 6.11225E+11 6.11254E+11 253.66 2409.77 254.284 2432.332 15.12117786417 0.61 618,474,243,564.4 37,063,896.0 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ippktcheck 16 19438889 1.06019E+12 1.06021E+12 482.95 2195.28 17381091 1.07059E+12 1.07061E+12 480.40 2228.59 17082718 1.06065E+12 1.06067E+12 484.31 2190.10 135725863 1.0484E+12 1.04854E+12 479.79 2185.43 14505132 1.10456E+12 1.10458E+12 482.49 2289.35 481.988 2217.75 43.46858463304 0.32 1,068,880,363,550.4 40,826,738.6 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
ippktcheck 32 46506084 2.10913E+12 2.10918E+12 964.70 2186.36 37613360 2.13188E+12 2.13191E+12 959.26 2222.47 31591111 2.17339E+12 2.17342E+12 961.65 2260.09 44062739 2.15332E+12 2.15336E+12 962.99 2236.14 112405002 2.19568E+12 2.19579E+12 964.94 2275.58 962.708 2236.128 34.61947674359 0.16 2,152,678,632,277.0 54,435,659.2 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
ippktcheck 64 202595748 3.27945E+12 3.27965E+12 2491.49 1316.34 204813851 3.26444E+12 3.26464E+12 2509.59 1300.87 188070148 3.40597E+12 3.40616E+12 2579.76 1320.35 237119527 3.29613E+12 3.29636E+12 2506.39 1315.19 178059309 3.35221E+12 3.35238E+12 2506.04 1337.72 2518.654 1318.094 13.21405804437 0.06 3,319,638,177,461.0 202,131,716.6 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ippktcheck
ippktcheck
rgbcmyk 1 26033434 54918815291 54944848725 19.94 2758.31 12281561 54962004359 54974285920 18.98 2897.45 26729468 55646357096 55673086564 19.31 2882.84 12606445 57132761067 57145367512 20.28 2818.10 9249272 54858206634 54867455906 19.35 2835.86 19.572 2838.512 55.44074106648 1 55,503,628,889.4 17,380,036.0 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 2 12011224 37714378764 37726389988 10.34 3649.86 19766927 38038859182 38058626109 10.40 3658.45 15515038 36580748949 36596263987 10.17 3598.30 23593280 36520293385 36543886665 10.31 3544.47 13345871 38373131674 38386477545 10.89 3525.04 10.422 3595.224 60.19519025637 1.88 37,445,482,390.8 16,846,468.0 99.96% 0.04% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 4 63411836 26027017050 26090428886 5.85 4462.45 14934133 28507528187 28522462320 5.46 5228.84 18223569 27902232918 27920456487 5.55 5033.03 19964088 30098496368 30118460456 6.17 4881.86 11125483 27908312033 27919437516 5.55 5034.79 5.716 4928.194 288.0128575776 3.42 28,088,717,311.2 25,531,821.8 99.91% 0.09% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 8 74465360 23578104660 23652570020 3.56 6637.23 33974663 24204765378 24238740041 3.27 7416.17 52528702 23665742535 23718271237 3.32 7146.48 33575133 25343789253 25377364386 3.30 7688.87 37606788 25623045734 25660652522 3.59 7143.78 3.408 7206.506 389.9509127185 5.74 24,483,089,512.0 46,430,129.2 99.81% 0.19% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 16 55937623 25009440807 25065378430 2.31 10901.39 61710912 25142466244 25204177156 2.30 10997.88 58574784 26084982576 26143557360 2.53 10338.18 60200984 24992852814 25053053798 2.33 10763.29 60887953 26902976641 26963864594 2.50 10789.34 2.394 10758.016 252.6668346459 8.18 25,626,543,816.4 59,462,451.2 99.77% 0.23% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 32 139619424 92557829761 92697449185 4.50 20623.43 214342999 83857676361 84072019360 4.57 18400.18 212565204 84450024147 84662589351 4.52 18735.40 204593350 84057745922 84262339272 4.41 19183.19 220384560 90245157852 90465542412 4.51 20060.86 4.502 19400.612 924.9128067391 4.35 87,033,686,808.6 198,301,107.4 99.77% 0.23% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 64 317485700 1.61128E+11 1.61446E+11 7.53 21459.75 353154052 1.43206E+11 1.43559E+11 6.90 20829.57 271199778 1.46225E+11 1.46497E+11 6.83 21487.78 318994325 1.54519E+11 1.54838E+11 7.37 21027.94 338449077 1.52916E+11 1.53254E+11 7.33 20931.14 7.192 21147.236 306.3804499801 2.72 151,598,895,551.4 319,856,586.4 99.79% 0.21% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 128 864395595 1.51448E+11 1.52312E+11 9.45 16142.50 727890451 1.54278E+11 1.55006E+11 9.06 17120.98 789058872 1.73143E+11 1.73932E+11 9.65 18052.19 723145132 1.67445E+11 1.68168E+11 9.73 17298.12 790746840 1.7923E+11 1.80021E+11 9.90 18208.08 9.558 17364.374 827.8793643883 2.05 165,108,796,941.4 779,047,378.0 99.53% 0.47% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 256 2104325687 4.23504E+11 4.25608E+11 25.31 16825.04 2422404420 3.9892E+11 4.01342E+11 24.93 16124.51 2162057924 4.13424E+11 4.15586E+11 25.53 16293.20 2088218665 3.97428E+11 3.99516E+11 24.32 16446.33 2053826109 3.96579E+11 3.98633E+11 24.14 16527.88 24.846 16443.392 263.1755197012 0.79 405,970,926,357.6 2,166,166,561.0 99.47% 0.53% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 512 1370870723 1.31762E+12 1.31899E+12 66.47 19876.30 953101749 1.19058E+12 1.19153E+12 59.48 20063.10 1014628539 1.28161E+12 1.28262E+12 63.91 20110.81 811169064 1.31271E+12 1.31352E+12 64.02 20549.03 1641399612 1.18803E+12 1.18967E+12 62.89 18956.69 63.354 19911.186 587.8035854178 0.31 1,258,109,390,220.8 1,158,233,937.4 99.91% 0.09% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 1024 413409702 3.41411E+12 3.41452E+12 161.09 21285.75 396891639 3.324E+12 3.32439E+12 159.94 20882.36 433252838 3.50305E+12 3.50348E+12 163.12 21562.39 379504030 3.10553E+12 3.10591E+12 146.95 21228.54 459410375 3.38475E+12 3.38521E+12 157.83 21538.04 157.786 21299.416 276.2438289446 0.12 3,346,286,704,281.2 416,493,716.8 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
rgbcmyk 2048 596448314 1.09533E+13 1.09539E+13 492.55 22418.84 508683424 1.10257E+13 1.10262E+13 495.85 22408.35 584619716 1.07851E+13 1.07857E+13 496.21 21890.92 674847650 1.12781E+13 1.12787E+13 497.98 22829.43 863131073 1.07573E+13 1.07582E+13 482.09 22507.86 492.936 22411.08 337.2748089467 0.04 10,959,909,467,887.8 645,546,035.4 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
rotate 1 13414966 1.77534E+11 1.77547E+11 99.15 1790.65 20811445 1.84767E+11 1.84788E+11 99.02 1866.11 24074998 1.92166E+11 1.9219E+11 100.97 1903.53 17495818 1.87077E+11 1.87094E+11 99.13 1887.38 17341695 2.00263E+11 2.00281E+11 98.96 2023.81 99.446 1894.296 84.32662379107 1 188,361,385,735.6 18,627,784.4 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
rotate 2 29290541 1.16623E+11 1.16652E+11 60.50 1928.28 34801280 1.12617E+11 1.12652E+11 59.16 1904.06 23576627 1.17399E+11 1.17423E+11 61.33 1914.80 32324056 1.11082E+11 1.11115E+11 57.41 1935.58 23922842 1.16469E+11 1.16493E+11 59.96 1942.77 59.672 1925.098 15.66000702426 1.67 114,838,177,491.8 28,783,069.2 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
rotate 4 31771930 80393174862 80424946792 41.37 1944.26 37795033 75673309154 75711104187 38.51 1965.93 41850713 75212254395 75254105108 38.60 1949.77 39080625 69769944978 69809025603 35.73 1953.77 37119999 71206850980 71243970979 37.22 1914.12 38.286 1945.57 19.30173696847 2.60 74,451,106,873.8 37,523,660.0 99.95% 0.05% 100.00%
rotate 8 60730568 62459537301 62520267869 28.87 2165.81 68308834 62950229121 63018537955 29.22 2157.04 53330708 61632697411 61686028119 29.21 2111.91 60625879 62103601170 62164227049 29.00 2143.96 29.075 2144.68 23.61946795901 3.42 62,286,516,250.8 60,748,997.3 99.90% 0.10% 100.00%
rotate 16 79191483 60020797708 60099989191 30.82 1950.02 86985955 64617095912 64704081867 31.05 2083.93 96055136 60456442425 60552497561 30.97 1955.41 72955356 62253905361 62326860717 30.40 2050.09 72187549 62288793753 62360981302 30.75 2028.11 30.798 2013.512 58.98479227733 3.23 61,927,407,031.8 81,475,095.8 99.87% 0.13% 100.00%
rotate 32 183571594 5.49968E+11 5.50151E+11 68.38 8046.21 187451477 6.07341E+11 6.07529E+11 70.77 8585.00 213313989 6.21491E+11 6.21705E+11 71.34 8715.75 214502532 6.29724E+11 6.29938E+11 69.41 9076.28 193803748 6.05917E+11 6.06111E+11 70.59 8587.17 70.098 8602.082 369.895931405 1.42 602,888,227,031.0 198,528,668.0 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
rotate 64 253192505 1.25305E+12 1.25331E+12 91.83 13649.69 405597412 1.20981E+12 1.21021E+12 93.25 12978.83 350382391 1.10024E+12 1.10059E+12 87.13 12631.71 352359974 1.22961E+12 1.22996E+12 91.11 13505.22 345394334 1.17587E+12 1.17621E+12 88.10 13351.00 90.284 13223.29 414.5295275973 1.10 1,193,715,264,305.6 341,385,323.2 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
rotate
rotate
ipres 1 21097653 3.14109E+11 3.1413E+11 126.25 2488.23 21304786 3.0046E+11 3.00482E+11 119.81 2507.98 21021737 2.98549E+11 2.9857E+11 120.91 2469.29 20877370 3.12077E+11 3.12098E+11 124.83 2500.22 21710438 3.01346E+11 3.01367E+11 120.01 2511.14 122.362 2495.372 17.04679940634 1 305,308,209,370.6 21,202,396.8 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ipres 2 18759093 3.10318E+11 3.10337E+11 122.70 2529.16 40577798 3.06961E+11 3.07002E+11 120.53 2547.02 17852309 3.09015E+11 3.09033E+11 119.17 2593.21 18739437 3.07444E+11 3.07463E+11 116.59 2637.03 119.7475 2576.605 48.48782286994 1.02 308,434,546,323.0 23,982,159.3 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ipres 4 27099208 3.5687E+11 3.56897E+11 116.87 3053.68 24972900 3.78974E+11 3.78999E+11 117.72 3219.55 23900182 3.7213E+11 3.72154E+11 117.04 3179.82 23025660 3.43722E+11 3.43745E+11 117.79 2918.25 16163757 3.66612E+11 3.66628E+11 118.65 3090.07 117.614 3092.274 117.942983386 1.04 363,661,526,009.8 23,032,341.4 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ipres 8 16234860 4.7702E+11 4.77036E+11 137.51 3469.15 45286340 3.66286E+11 3.66331E+11 125.79 2912.17 20777816 4.00124E+11 4.00145E+11 127.37 3141.60 28330872 4.4822E+11 4.48249E+11 125.72 3565.42 129.0975 3272.085 300.8018056794 0.95 422,912,606,167.8 27,657,472.0 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ipres 16 20508562 5.78435E+11 5.78455E+11 143.06 4043.43 27256223 5.36664E+11 5.36691E+11 141.97 3780.46 19075333 5.22863E+11 5.22882E+11 139.80 3740.28 20742905 5.39962E+11 5.39983E+11 142.81 3781.29 95192490 3.72811E+11 3.72906E+11 139.92 2665.28 141.512 3602.148 537.4520741145 0.86 510,146,781,563.4 36,555,102.6 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ipres 32 138709290 8.78372E+11 8.78511E+11 250.32 3509.65 42537737 8.9868E+11 8.98722E+11 253.29 3548.25 42840508 1.02644E+12 1.02648E+12 245.16 4186.99 27062200 8.66712E+11 8.66739E+11 249.51 3473.99 37500755 8.91947E+11 8.91985E+11 249.18 3580.13 249.492 3659.802 297.4014063854 0.49 912,430,247,466.0 57,730,098.0 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
ipres 64 20508562 5.78435E+11 5.78455E+11 143.06 4043.43 27256223 5.36664E+11 5.36691E+11 141.97 3780.46 142.515 3911.945 185.9478702486 0.86 557,549,142,616.5 23,882,392.5 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
ipres
ipres
mpeg2 1 52473799 1.11873E+11 1.11925E+11 65.16 1717.85 43842583 1.08812E+11 1.08856E+11 63.22 1721.97 43654836 1.10826E+11 1.10869E+11 64.18 1727.53 48081513 1.1118E+11 1.11228E+11 64.13 1734.44 50812790 1.10517E+11 1.10568E+11 64.45 1715.54 64.228 1723.466 7.64106864254 1 110,641,585,449.4 47,773,104.2 99.96% 0.04% 100.00%
mpeg2 2 69651191 1.02432E+11 1.02502E+11 47.80 2144.53 76663692 1.03391E+11 1.03468E+11 49.42 2093.70 67863855 1.05241E+11 1.05308E+11 47.95 2196.35 63938889 1.02816E+11 1.0288E+11 47.59 2161.74 68938693 1.03048E+11 1.03117E+11 48.06 2145.80 48.164 2148.424 37.0505806972 1.33 103,385,464,605.8 69,411,264.0 99.93% 0.07% 100.00%
mpeg2 4 192383057 1.69264E+11 1.69457E+11 45.39 3733.43 170006229 1.68043E+11 1.68213E+11 45.46 3700.09 134468013 1.71804E+11 1.71939E+11 45.85 3750.42 157612876 1.70127E+11 1.70285E+11 44.91 3792.17 151571375 1.70249E+11 1.704E+11 45.23 3767.81 45.368 3748.784 34.83482854845 1.42 169,897,453,912.0 161,208,310.0 99.91% 0.09% 100.00%
mpeg2 8 376231843 3.04736E+11 3.05112E+11 44.97 6785.12 388060766 3.40984E+11 3.41372E+11 47.77 7146.83 423485124 3.17588E+11 3.18012E+11 46.06 6904.27 46.2666666666667 6945.406666667 184.3304099527 1.39 321,102,761,966.7 395,925,911.0 99.88% 0.12% 100.00%
mpeg2 16 829835941 6.16641E+11 6.17471E+11 50.42 12245.92 967176725 6.73868E+11 6.74835E+11 53.97 12504.33 754555434 6.23715E+11 6.24469E+11 50.20 12439.52 1008399382 6.61417E+11 6.62425E+11 53.18 12456.58 51.9425 12411.5875 113.800177907 1.24 643,910,113,683.5 889,991,870.5 99.86% 0.14% 100.00%
mpeg2 32 2294344548 1.38384E+12 1.38613E+12 69.06 20073.98 2086176528 1.58543E+12 1.58751E+12 77.70 20431.65 1824010297 1.22915E+12 1.23097E+12 61.43 20039.04 1845802719 1.24107E+12 1.24292E+12 61.35 20262.17 2200217166 1.25665E+12 1.25885E+12 63.08 19957.08 66.524 20152.784 191.8198155301 0.97 1,339,227,833,102.4 2,050,110,251.6 99.85% 0.15% 100.00%
mpeg2 64 2789634562 2.66674E+12 2.66953E+12 125.88 21207.76 2687520582 2.63905E+12 2.64174E+12 125.56 21039.93 3347792508 2.58478E+12 2.58813E+12 123.82 20902.84 3643876360 2.65051E+12 2.65415E+12 127.77 20773.67 3078743951 2.67198E+12 2.67506E+12 126.58 21134.77 125.922 21011.794 175.2793611068 0.51 2,642,610,716,944.8 3,109,513,592.6 99.88% 0.12% 100.00%
mpeg2
mpeg2
rgbyiq03 1 11908507 64719999573 64731908080 21.15 3060.55 12814722 65372388647 65385203369 22.06 2964.96 10303398 66327691169 66337994567 21.22 3126.10 11331819 66761428973 66772760792 21.15 3157.11 20073031 65224379780 65244452811 21.23 3073.81 21.362 3076.506 73.58828391803 1 65,681,177,628.4 13,286,295.4 99.98% 0.02% 100.00%
rgbyiq03 2 15789075 61812982238 61828771313 15.94 3878.77 26246763 58490017040 58516263803 14.62 4003.41 16909194 60963136144 60980045338 14.87 4102.17 19978112 58675500210 58695478322 14.65 4008.75 15187090 60005543965 60020731055 14.62 4106.88 14.94 4019.996 93.06952605445 1.43 59,989,435,919.4 18,822,046.8 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
rgbyiq03 4 25584338 53934491732 53960076070 9.28 5816.74 21095060 56040842654 56061937714 9.55 5871.71 23057143 55610090193 55633147336 9.61 5790.82 28596570 54245324244 54273920814 9.23 5880.36 16044912 55924566841 55940611753 9.80 5711.01 9.494 5814.128 68.71275696696 2.25 55,151,063,132.8 22,875,604.6 99.96% 0.04% 100.00%
rgbyiq03 8 37938222 51639964392 51677902614 5.90 8769.07 69670001 51856814885 51926484886 5.80 8957.62 43688075 55121332399 55165020474 6.11 9025.02 95056537 50925844526 51020901063 6.08 8397.60 50845994 50748997136 50799843130 5.90 8623.51 5.958 8754.564 254.5520866738 3.59 52,058,590,667.6 59,439,765.8 99.89% 0.11% 100.00%
rgbyiq03 16 61589088 50891852155 50953441243 3.72 13738.44 58729588 52934275364 52993004952 3.80 13940.87 59738165 55069972402 55129710567 3.95 13951.78 64238237 51116357089 51180595326 3.89 13153.81 117056843 47765019660 47882076503 3.71 12919.09 3.814 13540.798 475.4752146748 5.60 51,555,495,334.0 72,270,384.2 99.86% 0.14% 100.00%
rgbyiq03 32 180898561 1.38747E+11 1.38928E+11 6.52 21390.96 183403455 1.37371E+11 1.37554E+11 6.35 21716.93 175434857 1.33013E+11 1.33188E+11 6.16 21640.90 226242225 1.52873E+11 1.53099E+11 6.76 22672.55 172495402 1.38728E+11 1.38901E+11 6.21 22360.71 6.4 21956.41 536.876597227 3.34 140,146,340,139.2 187,694,900.0 99.87% 0.13% 100.00%
rgbyiq03 64 317405475 2.04662E+11 2.04979E+11 8.98 22840.50 343201285 1.98603E+11 1.98946E+11 8.89 22387.54 366213701 1.87798E+11 1.88164E+11 8.37 22516.72 713607224 1.63163E+11 1.63876E+11 8.62 19012.07 384985663 1.89994E+11 1.90379E+11 8.56 22266.29 8.684 21804.624 1575.706524239 2.46 188,843,700,187.4 425,082,669.6 99.78% 0.22% 100.00%
rgbyiq03
rgbyiq03
rgbhpg03 1 21319033 2.11562E+11 2.11583E+11 69.12 3061.29 25844817 2.16564E+11 2.16589E+11 69.28 3126.33 29070062 2.20401E+11 2.2043E+11 69.68 3163.68 20924878 2.12563E+11 2.12584E+11 69.21 3071.65 15994698 2.13126E+11 2.13142E+11 69.25 3078.00 69.308 3100.19 43.40051094169 1 214,843,122,044.6 22,630,697.6 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
rgbhpg03 2 22733804 1.95024E+11 1.95047E+11 47.23 4129.44 28803878 1.89576E+11 1.89605E+11 46.94 4039.78 21465208 1.89204E+11 1.89226E+11 47.09 4019.00 31688424 1.89414E+11 1.89445E+11 47.13 4019.73 21692478 1.94453E+11 1.94474E+11 47.05 4133.03 47.088 4068.196 58.16129236872 1.47 191,534,201,540.0 25,276,758.4 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
rgbhpg03 4 33899634 1.7483E+11 1.74864E+11 29.12 6005.17 34782789 1.74124E+11 1.74159E+11 29.31 5943.20 45398577 1.7506E+11 1.75105E+11 29.12 6013.70 21890400 1.7523E+11 1.75252E+11 29.68 5905.07 29430195 1.72174E+11 1.72203E+11 29.55 5827.26 29.356 5938.88 76.83293466997 2.36 174,283,598,477.8 33,080,319.0 99.98% 0.02% 100.00%
rgbhpg03 8 68163606 1.60122E+11 1.60191E+11 17.65 9080.24 46620522 1.61114E+11 1.6116E+11 17.77 9067.68 66531037 1.59329E+11 1.59395E+11 17.51 9101.49 50597448 1.61293E+11 1.61343E+11 18.05 8942.23 47229509 1.61018E+11 1.61065E+11 17.47 9217.91 17.69 9081.91 98.22825535456 3.92 160,575,099,966.6 55,828,424.4 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
rgbhpg03 16 81898921 1.58159E+11 1.58241E+11 11.22 14107.93 106674947 1.55343E+11 1.5545E+11 11.06 14050.41 78078277 1.57888E+11 1.57966E+11 11.24 14058.84 82214457 1.57011E+11 1.57093E+11 11.25 13963.99 69620311 1.58829E+11 1.58898E+11 11.18 14216.82 11.19 14079.598 92.5751358087 6.19 157,446,002,065.0 83,697,382.6 99.95% 0.05% 100.00%
rgbhpg03 32 246165942 3.18428E+11 3.18674E+11 14.39 22156.54 189318740 2.82702E+11 2.82891E+11 12.98 21807.20 285648779 3.13828E+11 3.14114E+11 14.40 21817.73 321618046 2.89478E+11 2.89799E+11 13.43 21590.80 315962572 4.35978E+11 4.36294E+11 18.56 23539.84 14.752 22182.422 785.344176091 4.70 328,082,829,704.0 271,742,815.8 99.92% 0.08% 100.00%
rgbhpg03 64 748118469 5.92677E+11 5.93425E+11 26.70 22240.14 394818040 6.02099E+11 6.02494E+11 26.60 22657.15 594097091 6.12831E+11 6.13425E+11 27.20 22567.66 801139384 5.98467E+11 5.99268E+11 26.75 22411.85 389637538 6.11398E+11 6.11788E+11 26.47 23127.73 26.744 22600.906 334.5543636392 2.59 603,494,384,722.0 585,562,104.4 99.90% 0.10% 100.00%
rgbhpg03
rgbhpg03
cjpeg 1 64037046 60135245340 60199282386 36.26 1660.08 66405558 56812171490 56878577048 35.90 1584.24 59526375 57271379039 57330905414 36.23 1582.35 63608829 56413405216 56477014045 36.74 1537.20 68678230 56879180107 56947858337 35.85 1588.64 36.196 1590.502 44.13427262344 1 57,502,276,238.4 64,451,207.6 99.89% 0.11% 100.00%
cjpeg 2 100692913 67933496695 68034189608 36.60 1859.09 83851817 68291755498 68375607315 36.59 1868.71 83056844 70428873121 70511929965 36.15 1950.83 93702925 71888954697 71982657622 36.44 1975.21 65596775 68256339586 68321936361 36.53 1870.32 36.462 1904.832 53.98399410937 0.99 69,359,883,919.4 85,380,254.8 99.88% 0.12% 100.00%
cjpeg 4 155739872 92053041827 92208781699 37.74 2443.58 163147891 90480898740 90644046631 37.48 2418.75 136319794 90826128955 90962448749 36.76 2474.34 144374645 91582353739 91726728384 37.14 2469.94 144416706 90464822245 90609238951 36.51 2482.06 37.126 2457.734 26.15620347069 0.97 91,081,449,101.2 148,799,781.6 99.84% 0.16% 100.00%
cjpeg 8 340480030 1.38559E+11 1.38899E+11 39.09 3553.14 308381193 1.39269E+11 1.39577E+11 39.17 3564.01 271506917 1.37324E+11 1.37596E+11 39.14 3515.24 390150265 1.38497E+11 1.38888E+11 39.38 3527.08 313159456 1.37547E+11 1.3786E+11 38.74 3558.80 39.104 3543.654 21.30613245054 0.93 138,239,196,576.8 324,735,572.2 99.77% 0.23% 100.00%
cjpeg 16 870050459 2.36703E+11 2.37573E+11 46.59 5099.75 680246439 2.41438E+11 2.42118E+11 46.34 5225.56 614702537 2.35982E+11 2.36597E+11 45.63 5185.81 602842354 2.35513E+11 2.36116E+11 45.98 5135.04 46.135 5161.54 55.4011052838 0.78 237,409,134,377.3 691,960,447.3 99.71% 0.29% 100.00%
cjpeg 32 2576556874 6.00137E+11 6.02714E+11 266.39 2262.75 2316582331 6.29354E+11 6.31671E+11 271.49 2326.90 1980695090 6.18916E+11 6.20897E+11 270.69 2293.96 1629155690 6.21574E+11 6.23204E+11 267.88 2326.48 269.1125 2302.5225 30.6778556128 0.13 617,495,569,280.0 2,125,747,496.3 99.66% 0.34% 100.00%
cjpeg 64 6343182178 1.88386E+12 1.89021E+12 2242.41 842.94 3730751538 1.8346E+12 1.83833E+12 2271.50 809.30 4225938352 1.9183E+12 1.92252E+12 2310.05 832.25 4440025030 1.91625E+12 1.92069E+12 2356.88 814.93 5429729442 1.85584E+12 1.86127E+12 2336.54 796.59 2303.476 819.202 18.44820506174 0.02 1,881,771,467,206.6 4,833,925,308.0 99.74% 0.26% 100.00%
cjpeg
cjpeg
djpeg 1 62067840 48121089800 48183157640 30.31 1589.84 73898377 47564698184 47638596561 30.63 1555.55 82290650 48291348563 48373639213 31.33 1544.40 71319461 47490829191 47562148652 30.51 1558.90 76099988 50758619679 50834719667 32.84 1548.01 31.124 1559.34 18.00264008417 1 48,445,317,083.4 73,135,263.2 99.85% 0.15% 100.00%
djpeg 2 85040595 58848028252 58933068847 31.52 1869.89 102471450 58627776019 58730247469 31.22 1881.31 71756469 60554073305 60625829774 32.34 1874.73 95471575 58776193979 58871665554 30.81 1910.66 31.4725 1884.1475 18.28414317562 0.99 59,201,517,888.8 88,685,022.3 99.85% 0.15% 100.00%
djpeg 4 159947142 78129904779 78289851921 31.50 2485.75 180049776 76780285603 76960335379 31.59 2436.19 158986256 78278244449 78437230705 32.01 2450.59 173853117 77633719127 77807572244 31.76 2450.13 159633655 78236110867 78395744522 31.84 2462.37 31.74 2457.006 18.55222574248 0.98 77,811,652,965.0 166,493,989.2 99.79% 0.21% 100.00%
djpeg 8 309158330 1.19083E+11 1.19392E+11 34.35 3475.34 252997628 1.17367E+11 1.1762E+11 34.08 3451.26 343589134 1.17417E+11 1.1776E+11 33.38 3528.56 276940102 1.16202E+11 1.16479E+11 33.02 3528.09 357114290 1.17926E+11 1.18283E+11 33.49 3532.83 33.664 3503.216 37.46505211527 0.92 117,598,913,056.0 307,959,896.8 99.74% 0.26% 100.00%
djpeg 16 821102692 2.05651E+11 2.06473E+11 38.73 5331.72 767945234 2.00854E+11 2.01622E+11 39.18 5145.86 901125576 2.04898E+11 2.05799E+11 39.36 5229.51 39.09 5235.696666667 93.08432216723 0.80 203,800,975,511.3 830,057,834.0 99.59% 0.41% 100.00%
djpeg 32 3371864466 4.47668E+11 4.5104E+11 139.17 3240.89 2762129357 4.55343E+11 4.58105E+11 134.54 3404.99 136.855 3322.94 116.0362227927 0.23 451,505,533,635.0 3,066,996,911.5 99.33% 0.67% 100.00%
djpeg 64 3342793477 1.30111E+12 1.30445E+12 1238.89 1052.93 4643051960 1.26991E+12 1.27455E+12 1254.22 1016.22 4734914166 1.29152E+12 1.29626E+12 1264.55 1025.08 8360166600 1.30256E+12 1.31093E+12 1295.54 1011.88 1263.3 1026.5275 18.43891785509 0.02 1,291,274,486,089.3 5,270,231,550.8 99.59% 0.41% 100.00%
djpeg
djpeg
tcp 1 14129101 27096290208 27110419309 18.64 1454.77 24126125 26014514774 26038640899 18.32 1422.13 23887453 27813131343 27837018796 19.04 1461.96 18.6666666666667 1446.286666667 21.22692708174 1 26,974,645,441.7 20,714,226.3 99.92% 0.08% 100.00%
tcp 2 16538424 62172422195 62188960619 41.43 1501.25 16566119 58120678919 58137245038 40.29 1442.96 31846075 58122685850 58154531925 39.16 1485.21 17064655 55092491096 55109555751 40.26 1368.87 10786070 73391687024 73402473094 49.29 1489.08 42.086 1457.474 54.18922429783 0.44 61,379,993,016.8 18,560,268.6 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
tcp 4 35550642 2.64704E+11 2.64739E+11 109.58 2416.03 50062750 2.47141E+11 2.47191E+11 124.48 1985.77 49060028 1.88265E+11 1.88314E+11 107.67 1748.95 20913041 2.65238E+11 2.65259E+11 109.34 2425.94 36419354 2.65519E+11 2.65555E+11 111.17 2388.71 112.448 2193.08 309.2048156158 0.17 246,173,409,772.2 38,401,163.0 99.98% 0.02% 100.00%
tcp 8 53972659 1.00112E+12 1.00118E+12 363.86 2751.58 59388224 9.33166E+11 9.33225E+11 358.34 2604.31 25266641 1.02437E+12 1.0244E+12 402.75 2543.50 69024820 9.3772E+11 9.37789E+11 384.09 2441.59 60485871 8.24206E+11 8.24266E+11 357.00 2308.87 373.208 2529.97 166.9705984597 0.05 944,117,662,772.2 53,627,643.0 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
tcp 16 23920502 5.25028E+12 5.25031E+12 1760.48 2982.32 94870710 5.70714E+12 5.70723E+12 1746.59 3267.64 66001806 4.97173E+12 4.97179E+12 1714.23 2900.30 34985149 5.6227E+12 5.62273E+12 1764.81 3186.04 1746.5275 3084.075 171.4840139294 0.01 5,387,961,949,632.0 54,944,541.8 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
tcp 32 49428349 4.59797E+13 4.59798E+13 14706.57 3126.48 67632267 4.48563E+13 4.48564E+13 14971.88 2996.05 14839.225 3061.265 92.22793747016 0.00 45,418,026,005,167.5 58,530,308.0 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
tcp 64 23920502 5.25028E+12 5.25031E+12 1760.48 2982.32 49428349 4.59797E+13 4.59798E+13 14706.57 3126.48 8233.525 3054.4 101.9365135759 0.00 25,615,008,977,215.5 36,674,425.5 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
tcp
tcp
mp3player 1 54491659 60559797106 60614288765 36.28 1670.82 49243419 58861722111 58910965530 34.87 1689.70 53955744 59697799106 59751754850 36.98 1615.86 58422875 59383651419 59442074294 35.85 1658.04 61278648 59667677615 59728956263 35.24 1694.81 35.844 1665.846 31.59193378063 1 59,634,129,471.4 55,478,469.0 99.91% 0.09% 100.00%
mp3player 2 59320636 70793372735 70852693371 36.27 1953.58 80480715 73826511789 73906992504 37.72 1959.47 55188806 72349961229 72405150035 36.03 2009.40 86734467 74789387868 74876122335 37.81 1980.56 86114284 69594623087 69680737371 36.05 1932.92 36.776 1967.186 29.06761221704 0.97 72,270,771,341.6 73,567,781.6 99.90% 0.10% 100.00%
mp3player 4 153419912 96283444210 96436864122 36.26 2659.68 115766996 98045971582 98161738578 36.87 2662.67 116865498 95771121187 95887986685 36.09 2656.75 111312994 95223864529 95335177523 35.93 2653.10 106825143 97063220164 97170045307 36.54 2659.51 36.338 2658.342 3.60205080475 0.99 96,477,524,334.4 120,838,108.6 99.87% 0.13% 100.00%
mp3player 8 215807954 1.50573E+11 1.50789E+11 38.34 3933.49 151818241 1.46214E+11 1.46365E+11 37.69 3883.56 159546282 1.47967E+11 1.48127E+11 38.56 3842.08 163053019 1.44352E+11 1.44515E+11 37.72 3830.97 150103991 1.45642E+11 1.45792E+11 38.55 3781.98 38.172 3854.416 57.12034690021 0.94 146,949,573,194.8 168,065,897.4 99.89% 0.11% 100.00%
mp3player 16 434834386 2.65405E+11 2.6584E+11 43.26 6145.29 311710725 2.42786E+11 2.43097E+11 42.44 5729.06 294441507 2.56003E+11 2.56298E+11 42.38 6048.31 331560454 2.61979E+11 2.62311E+11 42.92 6112.38 300879394 2.60837E+11 2.61138E+11 42.60 6130.44 42.72 6033.096 173.9386786485 0.84 257,402,031,784.4 334,685,293.2 99.87% 0.13% 100.00%
mp3player 32 758616338 5.79979E+11 5.80737E+11 58.50 9927.43 694530366 6.00055E+11 6.00749E+11 59.78 10049.80 559191218 6.34663E+11 6.35222E+11 62.01 10247.88 580378500 5.91028E+11 5.91608E+11 59.50 9945.22 683603955 6.8889E+11 6.89574E+11 64.86 10633.12 60.93 10160.69 293.226167659 0.59 618,922,911,879.6 655,264,075.4 99.89% 0.11% 100.00%
mp3player 64 1064772993 1.15206E+12 1.15312E+12 117.77 9791.58 1362628206 1.07631E+12 1.07768E+12 117.53 9170.23 1378165863 1.13892E+12 1.1403E+12 119.46 9546.24 118.253333333333 9502.683333333 312.9566152573 0.30 1,122,431,594,910.0 1,268,522,354.0 99.89% 0.11% 100.00%
mp3player
mp3player
huffde 1 12888294 47298590258 47311478552 35.65 1327.15 20831560 46343871605 46364703165 34.41 1347.41 12775826 48544548042 48557323868 36.40 1334.00 18322820 45318036220 45336359040 33.77 1342.61 10733579 44381377022 44392110601 33.22 1336.34 34.69 1337.502 7.826849302242 1 46,377,284,629.4 15,110,415.8 99.97% 0.03% 100.00%
huffde 2 23760460 35875948862 35899709322 24.43 1469.39 26457286 34739389410 34765846696 23.57 1475.04 21805827 35009010209 35030816036 23.51 1489.99 22181964 34873995259 34896177223 23.34 1495.16 21429470 35123564419 35144993889 23.99 1465.02 23.768 1478.92 13.08976508575 1.46 35,124,381,631.8 23,127,001.4 99.93% 0.07% 100.00%
huffde 4 50990305 26213201538 26264191843 14.51 1809.83 49811353 26253203085 26303014438 14.46 1819.70 44387465 24966474697 25010862162 14.30 1749.20 49958306 25849484160 25899442466 14.20 1823.43 45907431 25215242232 25261149663 14.34 1761.41 14.362 1792.714 34.77816455766 2.42 25,699,521,142.4 48,210,972.0 99.81% 0.19% 100.00%
huffde 8 81556926 19291886358 19373443284 8.66 2238.26 94485619 19872110899 19966596518 9.03 2212.34 77912722 19684549926 19762462648 8.77 2254.83 99659684 19751557387 19851217071 8.86 2240.04 84221046 19695178411 19779399457 8.74 2263.83 8.812 2241.86 19.61252533459 3.94 19,659,056,596.2 87,567,199.4 99.56% 0.44% 100.00%
huffde 16 194311323 16767860838 16962172161 5.93 2860.34 171111079 16020786074 16191897153 5.71 2835.22 181253171 16713059186 16894312357 5.92 2856.77 179467610 16448601967 16628069577 5.68 2930.84 5.81 2870.7925 41.54110524529 5.97 16,487,577,016.3 181,535,795.8 98.91% 1.09% 100.00%
huffde 32 466784323 15830658613 16297442936 5.16 3163.39 443248215 16740796634 17184044849 5.12 3356.73 522219139 17046124821 17568343960 5.20 3381.58 561401374 15942127297 16503528671 5.27 3134.08 5.1875 3258.945 128.2228212917 6.69 16,389,926,841.3 498,413,262.8 97.05% 2.95% 100.00%
huffde 64 1087706204 17602706533 18690412737 8.00 2338.43 1432730642 18599167630 20031898272 8.85 2270.90 1325854003 16199509197 17525363200 9.35 1876.64 1106033891 19620829530 20726863421 8.31 2502.55 1119607065 18658960837 19778567902 9.04 2189.59 8.71 2235.622 231.3285545928 3.98 18,136,234,745.4 1,214,386,361.0 93.72% 6.28% 100.00%
huffde 128 3183167682 36302189111 39485356793 17.26 2290.09 3921148169 45139040575 49060188744 21.16 2325.48 3595699307 54032994319 57628693626 21.25 2717.47 2973644214 26462088419 29435732633 19.62 1502.36 2919184992 33260571704 36179756696 19.89 1820.64 19.836 2131.208 473.9700734962 1.75 39,039,376,825.6 3,318,568,872.8 92.17% 7.83% 100.00%
huffde 256 4955431021 1.49481E+11 1.54437E+11 59.63 2592.95 4327790273 1.38994E+11 1.43322E+11 48.17 2982.54 5750919749 1.66039E+11 1.7179E+11 50.15 3430.43 4331766890 2.30525E+11 2.34857E+11 52.69 4463.18 4035731938 2.34954E+11 2.38989E+11 57.82 4138.93 53.692 3521.606 779.2556865561 0.65 183,998,726,529.0 4,680,327,974.2 97.52% 2.48% 100.00%
huffde 512 5357324517 6.64327E+11 6.69684E+11 182.87 3666.89 5134809217 6.63925E+11 6.6906E+11 201.87 3317.60 4238257502 6.24351E+11 6.2859E+11 225.08 2796.51 203.273333333333 3260.333333333 438.0067801226 0.17
huffde 1024 3775318587 1.83492E+12 1.8387E+12 576.65 3192.83 4149131891 1.83339E+12 1.83754E+12 583.53 3153.08 4201192194 1.82082E+12 1.82502E+12 592.39 3084.71 584.19 3143.54 54.68767959971 0.06
huffde 2048 6392611444 8.7303E+12 8.7367E+12 1981.35 4417.11 1981.35 4417.11 0.02
x264 1 83720052 5.94581E+11 5.94665E+11 259.28 2293.53 88837113 5.85895E+11 5.85984E+11 260.97 2245.38 61551605 5.79209E+11 5.7927E+11 257.13 2252.79 54230605 5.78106E+11 5.78161E+11 256.41 2254.86 95771682 5.87444E+11 5.8754E+11 263.07 2233.41 259.372 2255.994 22.60086790369 1 585,047,115,477.8 76,822,211.4 99.99% 0.01% 100.00%
x264 2 123152133 6.04965E+11 6.05089E+11 271.11 2231.87 101373247 5.86122E+11 5.86224E+11 263.38 2225.81 103293297 5.92679E+11 5.92782E+11 264.43 2241.74 60523573 6.03787E+11 6.03847E+11 270.17 2235.06 60822161 6.04356E+11 6.04416E+11 271.30 2227.86 268.078 2232.468 6.296996903286 0.97 598,381,755,801.8 89,832,882.2 99.98% 0.02% 100.00%
x264 4 300083534 3.00186E+11 3.00486E+11 108.95 2758.16 298657096 2.90237E+11 2.90536E+11 105.41 2756.27 398520655 2.81058E+11 2.81456E+11 106.36 2646.34 276569748 2.93059E+11 2.93336E+11 105.41 2782.83 404476699 2.82166E+11 2.8257E+11 105.34 2682.48 106.294 2725.216 57.91549904818 2.44 289,341,155,096.0 335,661,546.4 99.88% 0.12% 100.00%
x264 8 746108472 3.07659E+11 3.08405E+11 68.96 4472.60 645003767 3.11964E+11 3.12609E+11 67.43 4636.18 650073274 2.9736E+11 2.9801E+11 65.50 4549.63 67.2966666666667 4552.803333333 81.83615724931 3.85 305,661,044,262.0 680,395,171.0 99.78% 0.22% 100.00%
x264 16 1548884100 3.23964E+11 3.25512E+11 45.05 7226.31 1782770072 3.09093E+11 3.10876E+11 44.79 6940.73 1705492119 3.40775E+11 3.42481E+11 46.25 7405.08 2424748202 2.75752E+11 2.78176E+11 45.19 6155.72 1452758880 3.18341E+11 3.19794E+11 43.94 7278.70 45.044 7001.308 502.3178300339 5.76 313,585,035,341.4 1,782,930,674.6 99.43% 0.57% 100.00%
x264 32 9658485594 4.8681E+11 4.96469E+11 58.58 8475.55 7479566980 5.72162E+11 5.79641E+11 57.90 10014.92 6395449686 6.13225E+11 6.19621E+11 57.63 10753.70 8663708362 6.31335E+11 6.39999E+11 65.34 9795.85 7522131184 6.08862E+11 6.16384E+11 60.33 10217.52 59.956 9851.508 847.1978667171 4.33 582,478,932,944.4 7,943,868,361.2 98.65% 1.35% 100.00%
x264 64 13997733335 1.25974E+12 1.27374E+12 96.28 13233.82 18022345241 8.99487E+11 9.17509E+11 89.12 10299.50 15093301455 8.82198E+11 8.97291E+11 80.86 11100.72 88.7533333333333 11544.68 1516.70162748 2.92 1,013,808,516,872.3 15,704,460,010.3 98.47% 1.53% 100.00%
x264 128 48053076959 1.48559E+12 1.53365E+12 180.07 8518.35 43204151670 1.44654E+12 1.48974E+12 166.52 8948.03 49527972998 1.13317E+12 1.1827E+12 171.71 6888.82 46218982036 1.24093E+12 1.28715E+12 167.80 7671.30 171.525 8006.625 914.7015402669 1.51 1,326,559,881,858.8 46,751,045,915.8 96.60% 3.40% 100.00%
x264 256 1.03069E+11 6.30562E+12 6.40869E+12 511.56 12529.07 1.02079E+11 5.95117E+12 6.05325E+12 496.11 12203.46 1.14888E+11 5.36892E+12 5.48381E+12 509.50 10764.20 93745580313 5.81048E+12 5.90422E+12 472.09 12508.25 1.12141E+11 5.35289E+12 5.46503E+12 494.54 11052.05 496.76 11811.406 840.773670098
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2646.776 3189.866 4261.958 6536.504 10762.866 21577.31 21495.504
2207.894 2314.572 2467.894 2432.332 2217.75 2236.128 1318.094
2838.512 3595.224 4928.194 7206.506 10758.016 19400.612 21147.236
1894.296 1925.098 1945.57 2144.68 2013.512 8602.082 13223.29
2495.372 2576.605 3092.274 3272.085 3602.148 3659.802 3911.945
1723.466 2148.424 3748.784 6945.4066667 12411.5875 20152.784 21011.794
3076.506 4019.996 5814.128 8754.564 13540.798 21956.41 21804.624
3100.19 4068.196 5938.88 9081.91 14079.598 22182.422 22600.906
1590.502 1904.832 2457.734 3543.654 5161.54 2302.5225 819.202
1559.34 1884.1475 2457.006 3503.216 5235.6966667 3322.94 1026.5275
1446.2866667 1457.474 2193.08 2529.97 3084.075 3061.265 3054.4
1665.846 1967.186 2658.342 3854.416 6033.096 10160.69 9502.6833333
1337.502 1478.92 1792.714 2241.86 2870.7925 3258.945 2235.622
2255.994 2232.468 2725.216 4552.8033333 7001.308 9851.508 11544.68
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1.00 1.21 1.61 2.47 4.07 8.15 8.12
1.00 1.05 1.12 1.10 1.00 1.01 0.60
1.00 1.27 1.74 2.54 3.79 6.83 7.45
1.00 1.02 1.03 1.13 1.06 4.54 6.98
1.00 1.03 1.24 1.31 1.44 1.47 1.57
1.00 1.25 2.18 4.03 7.20 11.69 12.19
1.00 1.31 1.89 2.85 4.40 7.14 7.09
1.00 1.31 1.92 2.93 4.54 7.16 7.29
1.00 1.20 1.55 2.23 3.25 1.45 0.52
1.00 1.21 1.58 2.25 3.36 2.13 0.66
1.00 1.01 1.52 1.75 2.13 2.12 2.11
1.00 1.18 1.60 2.31 3.62 6.10 5.70
1.00 1.11 1.34 1.68 2.15 2.44 1.67







































































64 core ipres results interpolated
64 core numbers interpolated
Fig. 5. Simulation rate in MIPS (left chart) and throughput relative to three-core execution (right chart) using the EEMBC MULTIBENCH benchmark suite
for varying multi-core configurations of our ISS. Note that the minimum MULTIBENCH core configuration is three due to the test harness infrastructure.
benchmarks demonstrate that the simulator scales well up
to the number of physical cores on the host. Beyond this
point we occasionally see modest further improvements (e.g.
cholesky, lu, and md5) as shown in Figure 6.
For the same seven benchmarks that deliver the highest
simulation rates, we observe linear scalability as we increase
the number of target cores up to 32. Other benchmarks such
as ocean, lu, cholesky, barnes, raytrace, and x264
do not achieve such high aggregate simulation rates, but still
scale favourably.
For six representative benchmarks (three from each bench-
mark suite) we show scalability up to 2048 simulated target
cores in Figure 6. Chart 1￿ in Figure 6 shows the best result,
with cholesky continuing to scale from 9,767 MIPS for 32
cores, to 17,549 MIPS for 2048 cores, with the performance
always increasing. Chart 4￿ in Figure 6 shows a similar result
for md5.
In Figure 4 we see super-linear scalability for a number of
benchmarks (e.g. fft, ocean, volrend, cholesky). This
is due to excessive synchronisation in the benchmarks beyond
64 cores, and the fact that our simulator can execute tight
spin-lock loops at near native speed. It is a well-known fact
that the SPLASH-2 bench arks attract high synchronisation
costs for large-scale hardware configurations, as shown by
other research [12]. The MULTIBENCH results are not affected
in the same way due to less synchronisation.
F. Comparison to Native Execution on Real Hardware
Chart 1￿ of Figure 7 shows a comparison between our
simulator and two hardware platforms (FPGA and ASIP, see
Section II-B) in terms of MIPS. The application is a paral-
lelised fractal drawing algorithm, executed across 12 cores. We
chose this application because of its low memory footprint and
its embarrassingly parallel nature, thus avoiding application
scalability issues.
Actual FPGA performance is 249 MIPS. We also show
the performance of a 600 MHz ASIP implementation which
achieves an execution rate of 2,985 MIPS. On the other hand,
our instruction set simulator reaches a simulation rate of 6,752
MIPS, thus surpassing a silicon implementation by more than
a factor of 2 for this application.
For equivalent configurations, our simulator consistently
outperforms the theoretical maximum of the FPGA on a per-
core basis. Our 12-core FPGA implementation of the multi-
core system is capable of 50 MIPS per core. On the contrary,
across all benchmarks, the lowest per-core simulation rate
for a 16-core target was 105 MIPS, attained in the SPLASH-
2 radiosity benchmark. These results show that even in
the worst case the simulator maintains more than twice the
theoretical maximum execution rate of the FPGA. Compared
to the average simulation rate of 11,797 MIPS across all
benchmarks, the theoretical maximum of 600 MIPS for a 12-
core FPGA implementation is an order of magnitude slower.
V. RELATED WORK
Due to the wealth of related research work we restrict our
discussion to the most relevant approaches in software and
FPGA based multi-core simulation.
A. Software Based Multi-Core Simulation Approaches
Early work on efficient simulation of parallel computer
systems dates back to the 1990s [13] and examples of
conventional sequential simulators/emulators include SIM-
PLESCALAR [14] , RSIM [15], SIMOS [16], SIMICS [17], and
QEMU [18]. Some of these are capable of simulating parallel
target architectures but ll of them execute sequent ally on the
host machine.
Over the last two decades a large number of parallel
simulators of parallel target architectures have been developed:
BENCHMARK  CORE COUNT  R1-INTERP-INSTR  R1-NATIVE-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-INSTR  R1-TOTAL-TIME  R1-OVERALL-MIPS  R2-INTERP-INSTR  R2-NATIVE-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-INSTR  R2-TOTAL-TIME  R2-OVERALL-MIPS   R3-INTERP-INSTR  R3-NATIVE-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-INSTR  R3-TOTAL-TIME R3-OVERALL-MIPS R4-INTERP-INSTR  R4-NATIVE-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-INSTR  R4-TOTAL-TIME  R4-OVERALL-MIPS  R5-INTERP-INSTR 5-NATIVE-INSTR R5-TOTAL-INSTR R5-TOTAL-TIME  R5-OVERALL-MIPS TOTAL TIME AVERAGE MIPS AVERAGE Speedup Over Single 
Core Simulation
Avg. Native Avg. Interpreted % Native % Interpreted % Total Check
cholesky 1 35982555 543255484 579238039 5.79 100.09 32335794 546902245 579238039 5.53 104.83 32412808 546825231 579238039 5.05 114.62 35152183 544085856 579238039 5.54 104.65 28794952 550443087 579238039 5.03 115.16 5.39 107.87 1 546,302,380.60 32,935,658.40 94.31% 5.69% 100%
cholesky 2 80584201 2659769011 2740353212 5.28 519.26 67870245 2127939932 2195810177 4.37 502.85 69356312 2589188274 2658544586 4.61 576.23 65840104 2858503246 2924343350 4.84 604.17 66695360 2317844231 2384539591 4.86 490.42 4.79 538.59 1.12437395659432 2,510,648,938.80 70,069,244.40 97.28% 2.72% 100%
cholesky 4 136632146 6480795168 6617427314 4.32 1532.15 138565306 7012317998 7150883304 4.81 1486.07 137008851 6802825751 6939834602 4.56 1521.49 142622406 6326210612 6468833018 4.58 1413.09 127864850 8401865810 8529730660 5.05 1688.51 4.66 1,528.26 1.15523156089194 7,004,803,067.80 136,538,711.80 98.09% 1.91% 100%
cholesky 8 358539227 19028703953 19387243180 6.46 3000.92 424595504 14155358529 14579954033 6.15 2369.85 344438870 19278656023 19623094893 6.44 3048.15 374913197 15827632570 16202545767 6.11 2654.12 6.29 2,768.26 0.856597774244833 17,072,587,768.75 375,621,699.50 97.85% 2.15% 100%
cholesky 16 584117666 40581947316 41166064982 6.64 6202.16 596337528 37720912044 38317249572 6.47 5925.5 622734555 38393020155 39015754710 6.95 5618.8 592047426 40943660025 41535707451 6.63 6265.58 607520863 37497757177 38105278040 6.68 5705.6 6.67 5,943.53 0.807311956847468 39,027,459,343.40 600,551,607.60 98.48% 1.52% 100%
cholesky 32 1393001534 93072296539 94465298073 9.78 9661.02 1381696283 96736054803 98117751086 10.02 9808.28 1155779669 1.02044E+11 1.032E+11 9.62 10734.92 1419409703 86155172686 87574582389 9.31 9412.11 1425826044 84949017187 86374843231 9.37 9219.97 9.62 9,767.26 0.56008316008316 92,591,390,684.20 1,355,142,646.60 98.56% 1.44% 100%
cholesky 64 2687625762 1.48952E+11 1.5164E+11 15.77 9622.81 2478252707 1.45914E+11 1.48392E+11 14.85 9997.63 2648616599 1.50862E+11 1.5351E+11 15.72 9772.60 2595059200 1.42939E+11 1.45534E+11 14.97 9726.50 15.33 9,779.89 0.351525036698744 147,166,755,362.00 2,602,388,567.00 98.26% 1.74% 100%
cholesky 128 5668831652 3.03536E+11 3.09205E+11 30.64 10097.10 4910211720 3.19848E+11 3.24758E+11 29.40 11049.69 5498600437 3.4569E+11 3.51188E+11 31.74 11068.90 5245331327 3.13165E+11 3.1841E+11 29.83 10680.73 4768845524 3.81098E+11 3.85867E+11 32.19 11991.42 30.76 10,977.57 0.175162548764629 332,667,330,293.40 5,218,364,132.00 98.46% 1.54% 100%
cholesky 256 10884278758 8.75195E+11 8.86079E+11 73.54 12053.36 5757198079 1.22876E+12 1.23451E+12 78.25 15782.14 4971482181 1.26157E+12 1.26654E+12 78.74 16090.93 6730844402 1.14374E+12 1.15047E+12 77.31 14887.83 6961373497 1.14103E+12 1.14799E+12 76.97 14919.78 76.96 14,746.81 0.0700085756607157 1,130,058,997,447.80 7,061,035,383.40 99.38% 0.62% 100%
cholesky 512 7370839945 3.4897E+12 3.49708E+12 200.85 17414.89 15216199607 2.97745E+12 2.99267E+12 194.13 15419.52 6829106729 3.41037E+12 3.4172E+12 194.37 17585.01 12344008337 3.23255E+12 3.2449E+12 197.28 16453.64 196.66 16,718.27 0.0273978871896571 3,277,520,861,336.25 10,440,038,654.50 99.68% 0.32% 100%
cholesky 1024 16607822633 1.08461E+13 1.08627E+13 595.60 18241.70 37479541029 9.91239E+12 9.94987E+12 594.22 16747.64 37479814636 9.52712E+12 9.5646E+12 596.33 16042.45 24658149561 1.0685E+13 1.07096E+13 610.92 17533.69 599.27 17,141.37 0.00899097648379063 10,242,654,023,097.20 29,056,331,964.75 99.72% 0.28% 100%
cholesky 2048 35412817558 3.54655E+13 3.55009E+13 1938.08 18320.77 82561224439 3.30618E+13 3.31444E+13 1975.95 16777.34 1,957.02 17,549.06 0.00275317256127316 34,263,645,272,742.50 58,987,020,998.50 99.83% 0.17% 100%
lu 1 21049766 6076313818 6097363584 26.54 229.74 20504172 6076859412 6097363584 26.85 227.07 21762153 6075601431 6097363584 27.69 220.24 22031759 6075331825 6097363584 26.67 228.6 22093065 6075270519 6097363584 27.18 224.34 26.99 226.00 1 6,075,875,401.00 21,488,183.00 99.65% 0.35% 100%
lu 2 38060888 9122346057 9160406945 16.01 572.24 38333060 8567886047 8606219107 15.48 556.08 31123917 9095674244 9126798161 15.95 572.07 37794245 8615792990 8653587235 15.67 552.42 40615332 9148500918 9189116250 16.27 564.94 15.88 563.55 1.69979843789368 8,910,040,051.20 37,185,488.40 99.58% 0.42% 100%
lu 4 71264495 13463449197 13534713692 10.31 1312.58 81533591 14025001710 14106535301 10.73 1315.37 70587322 13764975277 13835562599 9.8 1411.66 64604718 14544590528 14609195246 10.41 1403.65 57324388 12866064104 12923388492 9.51 1358.39 10.15 1,360.33 2.65819542947203 13,732,816,163.20 69,062,902.80 99.50% 0.50% 100%
lu 8 139420806 21980895422 22120316228 7.07 3130.34 139674427 21174375307 21314049734 7.06 3020.69 153041308 20661921417 20814962725 7 2975.08 144052893 21139728264 21283781157 7.09 3003.95 121025783 22143128364 22264154147 7.12 3127.89 7.07 3,051.59 3.8180531975099 21,420,009,754.80 139,443,043.40 99.35% 0.65% 100%
lu 16 346015831 36434942233 36780958064 6.34 5802.77 287489992 35866573508 36154063500 6 6026.17 286597009 35388915938 35675512947 6.08 5873.26 301878405 36203925618 36505804023 6.15 5936.12 300801687 35641878531 35942680218 6.11 5884.73 6.14 5,904.61 4.39797913950456 35,907,247,165.60 304,556,584.80 99.16% 0.84% 100%
lu 32 822115955 85395685784 86217801739 8.48 10168.11 766991642 85011776817 85778768459 8.17 10508.86 753938558 86375542050 87129480608 8.41 10380.9 871489330 85656743123 86528232453 8.62 10043.48 730156943 81825731231 82555888174 8.15 10137.39 8.37 10,247.75 3.22567535261774 84,853,095,801.00 788,938,485.60 99.08% 0.92% 100%
lu 64 1720603341 1.63996E+11 1.65716E+11 15.77 10512.08 1673232955 1.73845E+11 1.75518E+11 16.18 10853.46 1618026227 1.7502E+11 1.76638E+11 16.16 10945.39 1785561580 1.6532E+11 1.67106E+11 15.78 10592.93 1549473945 1.7404E+11 1.75589E+11 15.90 11049.15 15.96 10,790.60 1.69106404311317 170,444,262,999.00 1,669,379,609.60 99.03% 0.97% 100%
lu 128 3465489144 3.44116E+11 3.47581E+11 32.12 10825.30 3602907382 3.57306E+11 3.60909E+11 32.90 10975.02 3302589166 3.83416E+11 3.86719E+11 33.60 11513.63 3374404586 3.50892E+11 3.54266E+11 31.93 11097.65 3608152117 3.52342E+11 3.5595E+11 32.44 10977.89 32.60 11,077.90 0.827842198907909 357,614,455,128.20 3,470,708,479.00 99.04% 0.96% 100%
lu 256 6365548309 7.02392E+11 7.08757E+11 63.28 11205.22 6885223936 7.06717E+11 7.13602E+11 65.33 10926.46 5942400666 7.01798E+11 7.07741E+11 62.01 11418.40 7112927429 6.90699E+11 6.97811E+11 64.27 10861.39 6540981944 7.53327E+11 7.59868E+11 64.81 11729.25 63.94 11,228.14 0.422051923678449 710,986,586,365.20 6,569,416,456.80 99.08% 0.92% 100%
lu 512 7542930472 1.56696E+12 1.57451E+12 124.72 12630.33 6969283493 1.73932E+12 1.74629E+12 131.67 13267.03 6917333547 1.65374E+12 1.66065E+12 127.36 13043.25 6878889081 1.62321E+12 1.63009E+12 124.83 13062.85 127.15 13,000.87 0.212245861024814 1,645,807,113,193.25 7,077,109,148.25 99.57% 0.43% 100%
lu 1024 6323994850 3.45323E+12 3.45955E+12 271.87 12730.20 6554401217 3.54673E+12 3.55329E+12 277.39 12815.10 6634828755 3.81988E+12 3.82651E+12 288.56 13266.99 6629155346 3.7663E+12 3.77293E+12 281.88 13390.24 6661025806 3.78021E+12 3.78687E+12 298.72 12681.88 283.68 12,976.88 0.0951269722649145 3,673,270,529,818.00 6,560,681,194.80 99.82% 0.18% 100%
lu 2048 7116159146 1.08574E+13 1.08645E+13 909.95 11945.31 7371624591 1.15212E+13 1.15286E+13 945.55 12195.67 7479997742 1.2783E+13 1.27904E+13 1068.10 11978.15 7590357303 1.16847E+13 1.16923E+13 990.17 11812.31 978.44 11,982.86 0.0275805680967456 11,711,588,816,868.20 7,389,534,695.50 99.94% 0.06% 100%
raytrace 1 30356716 2108256500 2138613216 16.70 128.02 29346039 2109267177 2138613216 16.80 127.28 33944190 2104669026 2138613216 16.74 127.73 30132638 2108480578 2138613216 16.90 126.56 25425760 2113187456 2138613216 16.96 126.12 16.82 127.14 1 2,108,772,147.40 29,841,068.60 98.60% 1.40% 100%
raytrace 2 64472627 3371502032 3435974659 10.86 316.27 53411928 4269432244 4322844172 10.82 399.60 52989214 3800017737 3853006951 10.57 364.70 69249104 3375817868 3445066972 10.51 327.79 48203676 4457748680 4505952356 10.81 416.80 10.71 365.03 1.56990853089416 3,854,903,712.20 57,665,309.80 98.53% 1.47% 100%
raytrace 4 118087389 8121196061 8239283450 8.07 1020.51 114517840 8017872091 8132389931 8.01 1015.90 123488162 8593004206 8716492368 8.57 1017.06 113215039 9036392001 9149607040 8.65 1060.49 121187601 8464157915 8585345516 8.68 989.48 8.40 1,020.69 2.00333492139114 8,446,524,454.80 118,099,206.20 98.62% 1.38% 100%
raytrace 8 419482251 14338144985 14757627236 9.08 1634.33 401496207 15988401926 16389898133 9.00 1823.78 398102639 15660934966 16059037605 9.03 1779.81 393822109 15122332874 15516154983 8.65 1797.09 8.94 1,758.75 1.88143176733781 15,277,453,687.75 403,225,801.50 97.43% 2.57% 100%
raytrace 16 1143170236 20704176950 21847347186 10.05 2238.23 999682359 30384866038 31384548397 10.41 3105.08 1032422217 30437745437 31470167654 10.58 3066.49 969210410 29298618825 30267829235 10.62 2913.38 913865951 30464556016 31378421967 9.66 3302.59 10.26 2,925.15 1.63873733437256 28,257,992,653.20 1,011,670,234.60 96.54% 3.46% 100%
raytrace 32 1676195954 68690723869 70366919823 11.90 6283.93 1757381070 73195438881 74952819951 12.55 6329.82 1803431576 70079568797 71883000373 12.82 5904.79 1755289873 73602878369 75358168242 12.62 6391.67 1703824283 71941183038 73645007321 11.99 6442.40 12.38 6,270.52 1.35908209437621 71,501,958,590.80 1,739,224,551.20 97.63% 2.37% 100%
raytrace 64 2035543551 1.2413E+11 1.26165E+11 15.25 8611.82 2127987512 1.2548E+11 1.27608E+11 15.44 8566.96 2544051197 87611382025 90155433222 15.44 6046.99 1979647074 1.31242E+11 1.33222E+11 15.73 8797.32 2029254335 1.36653E+11 1.38683E+11 15.94 8990.55 15.56 8,202.73 1.08097686375321 121,023,357,855.40 2,143,296,733.80 98.26% 1.74% 100%
raytrace 128 2607152082 2.51157E+11 2.53764E+11 22.68 11466.26 2690999579 2.34721E+11 2.37412E+11 22.75 10793.63 2694868801 2.45837E+11 2.48532E+11 22.40 11429.13 2682147609 2.45088E+11 2.4777E+11 21.40 11957.34 2860169945 2.27681E+11 2.30541E+11 21.36 11161.36 22.12 11,361.54 0.760466588299123 240,896,739,091.60 2,707,067,603.20 98.89% 1.11% 100%
raytrace 256 4194962392 4.9672E+11 5.00915E+11 49.61 10284.69 4185595827 5.34128E+11 5.38313E+11 54.00 10167.20 4049449788 5.02803E+11 5.06853E+11 49.75 10373.97 4183674770 4.92061E+11 4.96245E+11 57.25 8905.85 4183128288 4.79848E+11 4.84032E+11 52.66 9355.13 52.65 9,817.37 0.319443916891404 501,112,173,312.80 4,159,362,213.00 99.18% 0.82% 100%
raytrace 512 3219844401 1.18888E+12 1.1921E+12 163.97 7677.04 3252306059 1.27927E+12 1.28253E+12 166.63 8043.86 3262506786 1.23309E+12 1.23635E+12 170.36 7653.06 3447081431 1.16079E+12 1.16424E+12 167.20 7360.12 3416746345 1.26215E+12 1.26557E+12 166.35 8011.77 166.90 7,749.17 0.100777701884938 1,224,836,713,805.20 3,319,697,004.40 99.73% 0.27% 100%
raytrace 1024 2729582374 2.4437E+12 2.44643E+12 408.67 7241.41 2536968723 2.51966E+12 2.5222E+12 393.46 7690.02 2414031371 2.4272E+12 2.42961E+12 393.03 7544.50 2708942805 2.63876E+12 2.64147E+12 401.53 7815.07 2393417513 2.47366E+12 2.47605E+12 391.01 7560.12 397.54 7,570.22 0.0423102077778337 2,500,594,969,260.40 2,556,588,557.20 99.90% 0.10% 100%
raytrace 2048 2697592549 7.66863E+12 7.67132E+12 1062.50 7997.48 2576387933 7.56492E+12 7.5675E+12 1080.37 7643.76 2691199827 7.41787E+12 7.42057E+12 1061.04 7831.18 2586250315 7.45269E+12 7.45528E+12 1030.07 8193.54 2657714196 7.26872E+12 7.27138E+12 960.23 8777.85 1,038.84 8,088.76 0.0161911050958664 7,474,567,959,393.20 2,641,828,964.00 99.96% 0.04% 100%
md5 1 20806612 4.90919E+11 4.9094E+11 185.37 2648.54 18099393 5.11988E+11 5.12006E+11 193.43 2646.97 14898538 4.93851E+11 4.93866E+11 188.02 2626.73 15599979 5.02826E+11 5.02842E+11 189.10 2659.18 26311295 5.05148E+11 5.05174E+11 190.46 2652.46 189.28 2,646.78 500,946,364,926.20 19,143,163.40 100.00% 0.00% 100%
md5 2 22577613 3.11222E+11 3.11245E+11 97.50 3192.46 33515073 3.14354E+11 3.14388E+11 98.68 3185.96 22843611 3.12418E+11 3.12441E+11 98.10 3184.98 23126042 3.16386E+11 3.1641E+11 98.88 3200.00 23010933 3.08845E+11 3.08868E+11 96.95 3185.93 98.02 3,189.87 312,645,347,932.40 25,014,654.40 99.99% 0.01% 100%
md5 4 67739687 2.27813E+11 2.27881E+11 53.69 4244.30 40937690 2.23463E+11 2.23504E+11 52.13 4287.19 46790736 2.22265E+11 2.22312E+11 52.18 4260.89 92322600 2.37039E+11 2.37131E+11 55.96 4237.72 37516693 2.21311E+11 2.21348E+11 51.72 4279.69 53.14 4,261.96 226,378,253,293.00 57,061,481.20 99.97% 0.03% 100%
md5 8 73075022 1.93687E+11 1.9376E+11 29.69 6525.83 65086537 1.9895E+11 1.99015E+11 30.27 6575.80 74974418 1.93763E+11 1.93838E+11 30.01 6460.26 82871238 1.95015E+11 1.95098E+11 29.63 6583.98 73974912 2.01582E+11 2.01656E+11 30.85 6536.65 30.09 6,536.50 196,599,303,526.00 73,996,425.40 99.96% 0.04% 100%
md5 16 116065491 2.08243E+11 2.08359E+11 19.15 10884.34 118566865 2.10613E+11 2.10731E+11 19.63 10734.44 103742818 2.08282E+11 2.08386E+11 19.02 10958.76 120831958 2.00694E+11 2.00815E+11 19.10 10515.69 114900305 2.03941E+11 2.04056E+11 19.03 10721.10 19.19 10,762.87 206,354,672,052.40 114,821,487.40 99.94% 0.06% 100%
md5 32 672334538 5.67307E+11 5.67979E+11 27.30 20813.54 268992493 5.85043E+11 5.85312E+11 26.76 21874.81 280662897 5.65124E+11 5.65405E+11 25.96 21781.62 240544131 5.73125E+11 5.73366E+11 26.26 21839.27 26.57 21,577.31 572,649,721,765.50 365,633,514.75 99.94% 0.06% 100%
md5 64 587601350 5.75487E+11 5.76074E+11 27.20 21189.86 530575266 6.48685E+11 6.49215E+11 29.88 21730.96 516405022 5.91704E+11 5.9222E+11 27.81 21299.42 476614990 6.43995E+11 6.44471E+11 29.53 21831.46 490576187 5.94414E+11 5.94904E+11 27.77 21425.82 28.44 21,495.50 610,856,707,876.00 520,354,563.00 99.91% 0.09% 100%
md5 128 1147579161 1.15707E+12 1.15822E+12 50.40 22983.83 1100992860 1.24013E+12 1.24123E+12 53.80 23077.65 1116228057 1.11332E+12 1.11444E+12 49.21 22650.46 1338899416 1.2053E+12 1.20664E+12 53.98 22358.34 1001022703 1.09669E+12 1.09769E+12 48.53 22625.12 51.18 22,739.08 1,162,503,884,196.40 1,140,944,439.40 99.90% 0.10% 100%
md5 256 2596297825 2.19337E+12 2.19596E+12 96.31 22809.29 2337723757 2.5849E+12 2.58723E+12 109.71 23589.14 2305002939 2.77433E+12 2.77664E+12 116.20 23901.47 2273202763 2.40101E+12 2.40328E+12 102.63 23422.80 2493641758 2.53244E+12 2.53493E+12 108.26 23421.64 106.62 23,428.87 2,497,207,284,225.80 2,401,173,808.40 99.90% 0.10% 100%
md5 512 1370877436 5.75077E+12 5.75214E+12 233.08 24693.04 1385366360 5.4561E+12 5.45749E+12 222.60 24529.08 1289441353 5.17164E+12 5.17293E+12 211.95 24421.48 2072187962 5.35602E+12 5.3581E+12 220.29 24341.61 1871907396 5.32593E+12 5.3278E+12 218.34 24418.11 221.25 24,480.66 5,412,091,715,099.60 1,597,956,101.40 99.97% 0.03% 100%
md5 1024 827867710 1.10141E+13 1.1015E+13 446.89 24689.15 749172122 1.29392E+13 1.29399E+13 520.47 24893.93 573610574 1.15218E+13 1.15224E+13 465.65 24784.99 674486304 1.16616E+13 1.16623E+13 465.65 25082.23 474.67 24,862.58 11,784,177,083,916.80 706,284,177.50 99.99% 0.01% 100%
md5 2048 855871770 2.23318E+13 2.23327E+13 919.38 24405.27 776024934 2.18549E+13 2.18557E+13 892.38 24604.36 858068108 2.38758E+13 2.38767E+13 955.94 25080.03 833051903 2.0397E+13 2.03978E+13 842.04 24348.80 809017953 2.35885E+13 2.35893E+13 963.18 24586.22 914.58 24,604.94 22,409,611,523,923.60 826,406,933.60 100.00% 0.00% 100%
rgbcmyk 1 26033434 54918815291 54944848725 19.94 2758.31 12281561 54962004359 54974285920 18.98 2897.45 26729468 55646357096 55673086564 19.31 2882.84 12606445 57132761067 57145367512 20.28 2818.10 9249272 54858206634 54867455906 19.35 2835.86 19.57 2,838.51 1 55,503,628,889.40 17,380,036.00 99.97% 0.03% 100%
rgbcmyk 2 12011224 37714378764 37726389988 10.34 3649.86 19766927 38038859182 38058626109 10.40 3658.45 15515038 36580748949 36596263987 10.17 3598.30 23593280 36520293385 36543886665 10.31 3544.47 13345871 38373131674 38386477545 10.89 3525.04 10.42 3,595.22 37,445,482,390.80 16,846,468.00 99.96% 0.04% 100%
rgbcmyk 4 63411836 26027017050 26090428886 5.85 4462.45 14934133 28507528187 28522462320 5.46 5228.84 18223569 27902232918 27920456487 5.55 5033.03 19964088 30098496368 30118460456 6.17 4881.86 11125483 27908312033 27919437516 5.55 5034.79 5.72 4,928.19 28,088,717,311.20 25,531,821.80 99.91% 0.09% 100%
rgbcmyk 8 74465360 23578104660 23652570020 3.56 6637.23 33974663 24204765378 24238740041 3.27 7416.17 52528702 23665742535 23718271237 3.32 7146.48 33575133 25343789253 25377364386 3.30 7688.87 37606788 25623045734 25660652522 3.59 7143.78 3.41 7,206.51 24,483,089,512.00 46,430,129.20 99.81% 0.19% 100%
rgbcmyk 16 55937623 25009440807 25065378430 2.31 10901.39 61710912 25142466244 25204177156 2.30 10997.88 58574784 26084982576 26143557360 2.53 10338.18 60200984 24992852814 25053053798 2.33 10763.29 60887953 26902976641 26963864594 2.50 10789.34 2.39 10,758.02 25,626,543,816.40 59,462,451.20 99.77% 0.23% 100%
rgbcmyk 32 139619424 92557829761 92697449185 4.50 20623.43 214342999 83857676361 84072019360 4.57 18400.18 212565204 84450024147 84662589351 4.52 18735.40 204593350 84057745922 84262339272 4.41 19183.19 220384560 90245157852 90465542412 4.51 20060.86 4.50 19,400.61 87,033,686,808.60 198,301,107.40 99.77% 0.23% 100%
rgbcmyk 64 317485700 1.61128E+11 1.61446E+11 7.53 21459.75 353154052 1.43206E+11 1.43559E+11 6.90 20829.57 271199778 1.46225E+11 1.46497E+11 6.83 21487.78 318994325 1.54519E+11 1.54838E+11 7.37 21027.94 338449077 1.52916E+11 1.53254E+11 7.33 20931.14 7.19 21,147.24 151,598,895,551.40 319,856,586.40 99.79% 0.21% 100%
rgbcmyk 128 864395595 1.51448E+11 1.52312E+11 9.45 16142.50 727890451 1.54278E+11 1.55006E+11 9.06 17120.98 789058872 1.73143E+11 1.73932E+11 9.65 18052.19 723145132 1.67445E+11 1.68168E+11 9.73 17298.12 790746840 1.7923E+11 1.80021E+11 9.90 18208.08 9.56 17,364.37 165,108,796,941.40 779,047,378.00 99.53% 0.47% 100%
rgbcmyk 256 2104325687 4.23504E+11 4.25608E+11 25.31 16825.04 2422404420 3.9892E+11 4.01342E+11 24.93 16124.51 2162057924 4.13424E+11 4.15586E+11 25.53 16293.20 2088218665 3.97428E+11 3.99516E+11 24.32 16446.33 2053826109 3.96579E+11 3.98633E+11 24.14 16527.88 24.85 16,443.39 405,970,926,357.60 2,166,166,561.00 99.47% 0.53% 100%
rgbcmyk 512 1370870723 1.31762E+12 1.31899E+12 66.47 19876.30 953101749 1.19058E+12 1.19153E+12 59.48 20063.10 1014628539 1.28161E+12 1.28262E+12 63.91 20110.81 811169064 1.31271E+12 1.31352E+12 64.02 20549.03 1641399612 1.18803E+12 1.18967E+12 62.89 18956.69 63.35 19,911.19 1,258,109,390,220.80 1,158,233,937.40 99.91% 0.09% 100%
rgbcmyk 1024 413409702 3.41411E+12 3.41452E+12 161.09 21285.75 396891639 3.324E+12 3.32439E+12 159.94 20882.36 433252838 3.50305E+12 3.50348E+12 163.12 21562.39 379504030 3.10553E+12 3.10591E+12 146.95 21228.54 459410375 3.38475E+12 3.38521E+12 157.83 21538.04 157.79 21,299.42 3,346,286,704,281.20 416,493,716.80 99.99% 0.01% 100%
rgbcmyk 2048 596448314 1.09533E+13 1.09539E+13 492.55 22418.84 508683424 1.10257E+13 1.10262E+13 495.85 22408.35 584619716 1.07851E+13 1.07857E+13 496.21 21890.92 674847650 1.12781E+13 1.12787E+13 497.98 22829.43 863131073 1.07573E+13 1.07582E+13 482.09 22507.86 492.94 22,411.08 10,959,909,467,887.80 645,546,035.40 99.99% 0.01% 100%
huffde 1 12888294 47298590258 47311478552 35.65 1327.15 20831560 46343871605 46364703165 34.41 1347.41 12775826 48544548042 48557323868 36.40 1334.00 18322820 45318036220 45336359040 33.77 1342.61 10733579 44381377022 44392110601 33.22 1336.34 34.69 1,337.50 46,377,284,629.40 15,110,415.80 99.97% 0.03% 100%
huffde 2 23760460 35875948862 35899709322 24.43 1469.39 26457286 34739389410 34765846696 23.57 1475.04 21805827 35009010209 35030816036 23.51 1489.99 22181964 34873995259 34896177223 23.34 1495.16 21429470 35123564419 35144993889 23.99 1465.02 23.77 1,478.92 35,124,381,631.80 23,127,001.40 99.93% 0.07% 100%
huffde 4 50990305 26213201538 26264191843 14.51 1809.83 49811353 26253203085 26303014438 14.46 1819.70 44387465 24966474697 25010862162 14.30 1749.20 49958306 25849484160 25899442466 14.20 1823.43 45907431 25215242232 25261149663 14.34 1761.41 14.36 1,792.71 25,699,521,142.40 48,210,972.00 99.81% 0.19% 100%
huffde 8 81556926 19291886358 19373443284 8.66 2238.26 94485619 19872110899 19966596518 9.03 2212.34 77912722 19684549926 19762462648 8.77 2254.83 99659684 19751557387 19851217071 8.86 2240.04 84221046 19695178411 19779399457 8.74 2263.83 8.81 2,241.86 19,659,056,596.20 87,567,199.40 99.56% 0.44% 100%
huffde 16 194311323 16767860838 16962172161 5.93 2860.34 171111079 16020786074 16191897153 5.71 2835.22 181253171 16713059186 16894312357 5.92 2856.77 179467610 16448601967 16628069577 5.68 2930.84 5.81 2,870.79 16,487,577,016.25 181,535,795.75 98.91% 1.09% 100%
huffde 32 466784323 15830658613 16297442936 5.16 3163.39 443248215 16740796634 17184044849 5.12 3356.73 522219139 17046124821 17568343960 5.20 3381.58 561401374 15942127297 16503528671 5.27 3134.08 5.19 3,258.95 16,389,926,841.25 498,413,262.75 97.05% 2.95% 100%
huffde 64 1087706204 17602706533 18690412737 8.00 2338.43 1432730642 18599167630 20031898272 8.85 2270.90 1325854003 16199509197 17525363200 9.35 1876.64 1106033891 19620829530 20726863421 8.31 2502.55 1119607065 18658960837 19778567902 9.04 2189.59 8.71 2,235.62 18,136,234,745.40 1,214,386,361.00 93.72% 6.28% 100%
huffde 128 3183167682 36302189111 39485356793 17.26 2290.09 3921148169 45139040575 49060188744 21.16 2325.48 3595699307 54032994319 57628693626 21.25 2717.47 2973644214 26462088419 29435732633 19.62 1502.36 2919184992 33260571704 36179756696 19.89 1820.64 19.84 2,131.21 39,039,376,825.60 3,318,568,872.80 92.17% 7.83% 100%
huffde 256 4955431021 1.49481E+11 1.54437E+11 59.63 2592.95 4327790273 1.38994E+11 1.43322E+11 48.17 2982.54 5750919749 1.66039E+11 1.7179E+11 50.15 3430.43 4331766890 2.30525E+11 2.34857E+11 52.69 4463.18 4035731938 2.34954E+11 2.38989E+11 57.82 4138.93 53.69 3,521.61 183,998,726,529.00 4,680,327,974.20 97.52% 2.48% 100%
huffde 512 5357324517 6.64327E+11 6.69684E+11 182.87 3666.89 5134809217 6.63925E+11 6.6906E+11 201.87 3317.60 4238257502 6.24351E+11 6.2859E+11 225.08 2796.51 203.27 3,260.33 650,867,847,756.33 4,910,130,412.00 99.25% 0.75% 100%
huffde 1024 3775318587 1.83492E+12 1.8387E+12 576.65 3192.83 4149131891 1.83339E+12 1.83754E+12 583.53 3153.08 4201192194 1.82082E+12 1.82502E+12 592.39 3084.71 584.19 3,143.54 1,829,711,015,845.67 4,041,880,890.67 99.78% 0.22% 100%
















































































































































































































Fig. 6. Results for selected benchmarks from SPLASH-2 1￿ 2￿ 3￿ and EEMBC MULTIBENCH 4￿ 5￿ 6￿ demonstrating the scalability with the number of
simulated target cores.
SIMFLEX [19], GEMS [20], COTSON [21], BIGSIM [22],
FASTMP [23], SLACKSIM [24], PCASIM [25], Wisconsin
Wind Tunnel (WWT) [26], Wisconsin Wind Tunnel II (WWT
II) [27], and those described by Chidester and George [28],
and Penry et al. [29]. SIMFLEX and GEMS both use an off-the-
shelf sequential emulator (SIMICS) for functional modeling
plus their own models for memory systems and core inter-
actions. GEMS uses their timing model to drive SIMICS one
instruction at a time, but results in low performance. SIM-
FLEX avoids this problem by using statistical sampling of the
application, but therefore does not observe its entire behaviour.
COTSON [21] uses AMD’s SIMNOW! for functional modeling
and suffers from some of the same problems as SIMFLEX [19]
and GEMS [20].
BIGSIM [22] and FASTMP [23] assume distributed memory
in their target architectures and do not provide coherent shared
memory between the parallel portions of their simulators.
WWT [26] is one of the earliest parallel simulators but requires
applications to use an explicit interface for shared memory.
WWT II [27] does not model anything other than the target
memory system and requires applications to be modified
to xplicitly allocate shared memory blocks. ARCSIM also
models compute cores and implements a transparent shared
memory system.
Like ARCSIM, PARALLEL EMBRA [30] is a fast functional
simulator for shared-memory multiprocessors which is part of
the PARALLEL SIMOS complete machine simulator. It takes
an aggressive approach to parallel simulation; while it runs
at user level and does not make use of the MMU hardware,
it combines binary translation with loose timing constraints
and relies on the underlying shared memory system for event
ordering, time synchronisation, and memory synchronisation.
While PARALLEL EMBRA shares its use of binary translation
with ARCSIM it lacks its scalability and parallel JIT translation
facility.
Another effort to parallelise a complete machine software
simulator was undertaken with M MBO [31]. It aims to
produce a fast functional simulator by extending a binary
translation based emulation mode; published results include a
speedup of up to 3.8 for a 4-way parallel simulation. Similarly,
the MALSIM [32] parallel functional simulator has only been
evaluated for workloads comprising up to 16 threads. Despite
some conceptual similarities with these works our work aims
at larger multi-core configurations where scalability is a major
concern.
In [33] a DBT based simulator targeting a tiled architecture
is presented. It aims at implementing different portions of
a superscalar processor across distinct parallel elements thus
exploiting the pipeline parallelism inherent in a superscalar
microarchitecture. However, this work does not attempt to
simulate a multi-core target platform.
ARMN [34] is a cycle-accurate simulator for homogeneous
platforms comprising several ARM cores and with support
for various interconnect topologies. Whilst this provides flex-
ibility, the performance of ARMN is very low (approx. 10k
instructions per second) and, thus, its suitability for both HW
design space exploration and SW development is limited.
The GRAPHITE [35] multi-core simulation infrastructure
is most relevant to our work. GRAPHITE is a distributed
parallel multi-core simulator that combines direct execution,
seamless multi-core and multi-machine distribution, and lax
synchronisation. GRAPHITE has been demonstrated to simu-
late target architectures containing up to 1024 cores on ten 8-
core servers. Application threads are executed under a dynamic
binary instrumentor (currently PIN) which rewrites instructions
to generate events at key points. These events cause traps
into GRAPHITE’s backend which contains the compute core,
memory, and network modelling modules. In contrast, our
simulator uses DBT to implement any ISA (currently ARCOM-
PACT), which can also be different from the target system’s
ISA. In addition, the primary design goal of our simulator
has been highest simulation throughput as showcased by the
parallel JIT task farm comprised in ARCSIM. As a result
we achieve speedups over native execution for many multi-
core configurations, whereas GRAPHITE suffers up to 4007×
slowdown.
In [12] a methodology to simulate shared-memory multipro-
cessors composed of hundreds of cores is proposed. The basic
idea is to use thread-level parallelism in the software system
and translate it into core-level parallelism in the simulated
world. An existing full-system simulator is first augmented to
identify and separate the instruction streams belonging to the
different software threads. Then, the simulator dynamically
maps each instruction flow to the corresponding core of
the target multi-core architecture, taking into account the
inherent thread synchronisation of the running applications.
This approach treats the functional simulator as a monolithic
block, thus requiring an intermediate step for de-interleaving
instructions belonging to different application threads. ARC-
SIM does not require this costly preprocessing step, but its
functional simulator explicitly maintains parallel threads for
the CPUs of the target system.
Outside the academic community the PCXS2 software sim-
ulator [36] for the PS2 games console is a good example
of a simulator targeting a multi-core platform which utilises
dynamic binary translation.
B. FPGA Based multi-core Simulation Approaches
We can generally distinguish between two approaches to
FPGA based multi-core simulation: The first approach essen-
tially utilises FPGA technology for rapid prototyping, but still
relies on a detailed implementation of the target platform (see
section II-A), whereas the second approach seeks to speed up
performance modelling through a combined implementation
of a functional simulator and a timing model on the FPGA
fabric. In the following paragraphs we discuss approaches to
this latter FPGA architecture simulation.
RAMP GOLD [3] is a state-of-the-art FPGA based “many-
core simulator” supporting up to 64 cores. In functional-
only mode, RAMP GOLD achieves a full simulator throughput
of up to 100 MIPS when the number of target cores can
cover the functional pipeline depth of 16. For fewer target
cores (and non-synthetic workloads), the fraction of peak
performance achieved is proportionally lower. In compari-
son to the 25,307 MIPS peak performance of our software-












































Fig. 7. Comparison of simulator and hardware implementations. 1￿ shows
a comparison of maximum achievable simulation rate in MIPS for a 12-
core configuration running a parallel Mandelbrot fractal benchmark on an
FPGA, ASIP, and ISS platform. 2￿ depicts the ratio of interpreted vs. natively
executed instructions on the ISS platform.
complexity and similar functional-only simulation) the per-
formance of the FPGA architecture simulation is more than
disappointing. Other approaches to FPGA architecture model
execution such as RAMP [37], FAME [38], FAST [39], [40] and
PROTOFLEX [41] suffer from the same performance issues and
for none of the mentioned systems has scalability beyond 64
cores been demonstrated.
VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have developed an innovative methodology
for high-speed multi-core instruction set simulation based on
Just-in-Time Dynamic Binary Translation. We have integrated
a JIT task farm for parallel translation of hot code traces with
a combination of performance-enhancing techniques such as
private and shared caching of translated code, detection and
elimination of identical translation units in the JIT work queue,
and efficient low-level code generation for atomic exchange
operations. Through this unique combination of techniques we
achieve unprecedented simulator throughput of up to 25,307
MIPS and near-optimal scalability of up to 2048 simulated
cores for the SPLASH-2 and EEMBC MULTIBENCH bench-
marks on a standard 32-core x86 simulation host. Through
our empirical results we demonstrate a simulation performance
advantage by two orders of magnitude over leading and state-
of-the-art FPGA architecture simulation technology [3] for a
comparable level of simulation detail.
In our future work we will extend our cycle-accurate
single-core performance model [2] to efficiently capture the
detailed behaviour of the shared second level cache, processor
interconnect and external memory of the simulated multi-core
platform.
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